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The manpower projections prepared and presented in this report have been 
developed in response to a long-expressed need by manpower planners and 
vocational educators for information on future manpower requirements for 
occupations and industries. The need for this information was recognized in 
several key pieces of federal and state legislation during the 1960's. 
More recently, the importance of industry and occupational projections for 
manpower planning was expressed in the Comprehensive Employment and Training 
Act of 1973. This report is part of an overall Manpower Projections Project 
encompassing the State and its 13 major Standard Metropolitan Statistical 
Areas currently being undertaken by the ~ployment Development Department, 
DiVisiozi -or· -~piOYiQellt Data-··and 1fesea.rCh. ---·---------- --- ·· - ------ - · --- ------
Included in this report are projections of industry and occupational employment 
that have been made within the framework of certain basic national and state 
economic assumptions. It is essential that the user of this report be aware 
of these assumptions and consider their significance in the light of current 
conditions. 
The 1980 Manpower Projections Project has been made possible through f'unding 
from the state's special grant for manpower services under Title I of the 
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. Technical assistance was provided 
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Employment and Training Administration. 
The industry matrix technique used in this report drew upon the work of the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics' Tomorrow's Manpower Needs and the Employment and 
Training Administration's Handbook for Projecting Employment by Occupation 
for States and Major Areas. A brief description of the methodology can be 





The industry and occupational employment projections in this report include 
numerous implicit assumptions about the national, state, and local economies. 
It is important that the user of these projections be aware of these 
assumptions, and that major changes in any of the conditions underlying 
them would create a need to reassess the data. The following are the 
principal assumptions made for the forecast period: 
1. The institutional framework of the U.S. economy will not change radically. 
2. Recent social, technological, and scientific trends will continue. 
3. Worker productivity in the economy will grow at its long-ter.m rate. 
4. Federal fiscal and monetary policies will accommodate a continuation 
of long-ter.m growth patterns. 
5. No major event such as widespread or long-lasting energy shortages, 
raw materials shortages, or war will significantly alter the industrial 
structure of the economy or alter the long-ter.m rate of economic growth. 
6. Defense expenditures will continue to decline as a proportion of the 
federal budget and of gross national product. 
7. The local economy will share proportionately in the effects of the above 
assumptions concerning the national economy (except where otherwise 





The growth in total population will moderate further in the next five 
years, thereby restraining economic expansion. 
--.-~&;1-&P indust-r±es--w±-.tl-slow down the pace of thel.r employment 
expansion during the remainder of the decade. 
• 
• 
Job openings resulting from the need to replace workers who retire or 
die will account for twice as many employment opportunities as those 
generated by industrial growth. 
Agriculture, along with its allied industries, and government will remain 
the economic foundation of the Sacramento Valley, generating jobs not 
only within themselves but also within the supportive trade and 
services industries. 
In the next five years, the white collar occupations (professional, 
managerial, sales, technical and clerical) will account for more new 
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THE SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN AREA 
The Sacramento SMSA {Sacramento, Yolo and Placer counties) encompasses 
approximately 3,400 square miles extending from the low delta lands between 
the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers to the High Sierras. It is strategically 
located with agricultural areas to the north and south, recreational areas to 
the east, and the Metropolitan San Francisco Bay Area to the west. The largest 
city in the area, Sacramento, is the capital of the State and the financial, 
communications, cultural and transportation hub of the Sacramento Valley. 
Placer county is mainly forests and mountains and includes the western third 
-of-L-a.lte-Tahoeo-The-eeutl'by-is--~u±ar recr-ea.t4Gna-~wi:th-a-variety of 
outdoor sports-skiing, camping, boating, fishing and hunting. It is also 
a part of the historic Gold Rush country. Richly endowed by nature, Yolo 
county is essentially agricultural with a wide diversity of products,and it is 
also the seat of the University of California at Davis. 
The area has an excellent transportation network which includes highways, 
railroads, airports and waterways. In fact , the history of growth and 
wealth in the region is inextricably tied to its transportation systems. The 
area's proximity to the expanding population and economic center in the San 
Francisco Bay Area and its position as seat of California government materially 
aided its growth. 
In April 1970, 803,610 people were living in the three-county area. This 
figure represented a gain of 28 percent or 178,000 between 1960 and 1970, making 
the Sacramento SMSA the seventh largest in population among the the 16 SMSA' s 
in the State. 
In July 1974, the population of the SMSA hit 877,300. Yolo and Placer, the 
~aller counties within the area, grew at almost twice the rate of Sacramento 
between 1970 and 1974. During the latter half of the 1970's,population growth 
is expected to slow based on assumptions of a relatively low fertility rate 
and reduced migration into California. Department of Finance projections, 
prepared in 1974, put 1980 population for the three-county area at 981,900, 
a 22.2 percent increase from 1970. The rate of increase will be more rapid 
than the statewide gain, but slower than the growth rates of the 1960's. The 
highest rates of population growth will be recorded in Yolo and Placer 
counties. 
Minority group members accounted for nearly one-fifth of the SMSA's 1970 
population. Statewide, the proportion of minority group members was much 
higher--slightly over one-quarter. Both the Spanish American and black 
populations were proportionately much smaller in the Sacramento SMSA than 
statewide, while "other races", especially the Japanese and Chinese 
populations, had a slightly larger representation. Within the SMSA, 
Sacramento County had a greater proportion of blacks while Yolo County had 
a larger percentage of Spanish Americans. Placer County had the smallest 









































PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION 
SACRAMENTO 1980 
PERCENTAGE OF POPULATION 
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Changes in the age structure of the population will have far-reaching effects 
on labor force growth patterns and on the industrial and occupational struc-
ture of employment. A lower birth rate during the past several years has 
resulted in ~ upward skewing of the population curve with a larger pro-
portion of people at relatively older ages and a lesser proportion at younger 
ages. This will lower the proportion of school age children in 1980 (especially 
those aged 5-14) and increase the percentage of older individuals, a group 
which requires more medical and convalescent care. The most noticeable 
effect of the changing age structure of the population between 1975 and 1980 
is a substantial increase in the proportion of people in the 25-34 category, 
as the post-war baby boom population moves into the category where the labor 
__ _!Qrc.e participation-rateA.s high-.- --A-1-arge inerease--±n-·the-· prop-or.et"ofi or· 
young adults in the 2D-24 age bracket--a peak family formation period-~will 
also be evident, resulting in a swelling of housing demand. The only age 
group which will have a significant downward effect on labor force growth is 
the 45-54 age category, which will decline in proportion. A noteworthy point 
is the decline in percentage of population of those aged 15-19--a group which 
has traditionally. suffered a high unemployment rate. 
According to the 1970 Census of Population, only 10,200 people or 3.5 percent 
of the employed residents commuted outside of the SMSA f'or w<:>rk, Meanwhile, 
6,400 persons commuted into the SMSA from neighboring counties, mainly 
El Dorado and Solano. Over four-fifths of all residents in the Sacramento 
SMSA worked in the county in which they resided. 
Sacramento was the only county within the SMSA to show a net inflow of commuters, 
reflecting the importance of the City of Sacramento as a government, business 
and cultural center of the region. Placer and Yolo Counties both posted a 
net commuter outflow, much of which 1ms to Sacramento county. 
The City of Sacramento experienced the heaviest commuter inflow of any area 
in the SMSA. Some 84,800 persons commuted into the City of Sacramento while 
only 17,100 city residents traveled out of the city for work. By far the 
largest group of in-commuters to the city (85%) was from the remainder of 




INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENTS 
19'10-19'16 
Employment in the Sacramento Labor Market Area advanced at an annual rate 
of 2.7 percent to add 42,400 jobs between 1970 and 1975. However, the pace 
of growth was uneven as two recessions intervened. Trade and services 
together accounted for over five out of every seven new jobs in the area 
and recorded the highest rates of growth. 
Services, the largest industry divis~on within the SMSA, also recorded the 
greatest payroll gain--18,200. Within the services sector, public and private 
education added the largest number of new jobs. Employment in medical and 
health services, the second largest industry in this division, continued to 
rise rapidly, with most of the gain in outpatient clinics and convalescent 
care rather than in hospitals. At the same time, jobs at nonprofit organiza~ 
tions expanded by nearly 30 percent with the primary gain in the nonprofit 
membership category which includes such diverse groups as business and 
professional associations, labor unions, political organizations, and 
civic, social and fraternal organizations. Religious organizations and 
welfare services reported relatively smaller rates of job growth. Business 
services payrolls expanded rapidly with growth centered in computer 
programming, detective and protection services, and miscellaneous business 
services. Hotel and lodging employment also expanded, reflecting the growth 
of Placer county as a recreation area and the City of Sacramento as a 
convention center. Most other service industry categories recorded more 
moderate increases--the exceptions were personal services and private · 
household employment which reduced payrolls over the five-year period. 
Trade employment gains, especially within retail trade, accelerated during 
the seventies, reflecting the growth of large regional shopping centers in 
response to rises in population and personal income as well as the trend 
towards one-stop shopping. Eating and drinking establishments added the 
largest number of new jobs--3,600--as employment advances in both dinner 
houses and fast food outlets accelerated. Department store payrolls also 
expanded, reflecting new shopping centers, while food stores recorded 
hefty job gains in line with suburbanization of the area. Wholesale trade 
employment also recorded healthy growth with job additions centered in 
machinery and electrical hardware and plumbing goods. 
Public Administration employment advanced between 1970 and 1975 at a 
moderate rate--7.4 percent--adding 4,100 jobs. This increase was much 
slower than the 14.3 percent growth for employment as a whole. Public 
administration payrolls were spurred by sharp rises in demand for govern-
mental services and revenue sharing. However, the effect of these factors 
on the total was lessened by cutbacks in federal public administration· 
employment, which were located primarily at defense installations. 
Finance, insurance and real estate payrolls grew by 19.5 percent--a faster 
rate than total employment between 1970 and 1975. The largest number of 
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the 2,400 new jobs was in financial institutions--mainly banks and credit 
agencies. New outlets in banking, insurance and real estate opened in 
response to both population and housing growth. Meanwhile, employment 
at stock brokerage houses and investment firms declined sharply, reflecting 
the lessened desirability of securities during 1974 and 1975 when stock 
prices plummeted. 
At the same time, transportation, cODDD.unication and utilities employment 
rose moderately as most industry categories registered healthy growth. 
The largest job gain was in communications and public utilities, whose 
increases payrolls were spurred by population expansion. Local and 
in-te~ban- :taoansit- -empl.oyment- a:tso increasett;· r-en-e~:tng -tlie inntlx- of · -· 
federal money for mass transit systems. Railroads were the only major 
industry category to decline as the recession cut into rail traffic in late 
1974. As a result, payrolls were cut substantially in late 1974 and the 
first half of 1975. (It should be noted that the figures in Table 1 are 
too high because the extent of the railroad layoffs was not anticipated 
at the time the projections were made.) 
Agricultural employment reversed its long-term downtrend in 1972. Farm 
payrolls, which had declined sharply since 1960 due to mechanization and the 
conversion of farm land to other uses, began to rise. The combination of 
strong demand for food products (especially tomatoes), an excellent profit 
picture and a plateau in the use of labor-saving machines, encouraged both 
production and employment growth. As a result, employment expanded by 900 
between 1970 and 1975. 
Meanwhile, manufacturing payrolls expanded at a slower than average pace-
3.2 percent--as job gains in the nondurables sector offset job losses in 
the durables sector. Within the nondurables sector, most gains were con-
centrated in th~ food processing industry, which added workers in the early 
1970's in response to increased tomato production to meet burgeoning 
institutional demand for tomato paste. Jobs in sugar processing also 
expanded rapidly, primarily due to high demand and increased prices. 
Meanwhile, durable goods employment fell as cutbacks in aerospace activity 
due to changing defense requirements lowered aircraft and parts payrolls 
substantially. Employment in this industry has declined dramatically from 
its 1963 peak level. However, the downward movement has slowed since 1972. 
At the same time, sizeable employment growth in mobile homes and 
nonelectrical machinery and smaller advances in other durables indust~ies 
were not sufficient to counter the decline in aircraft and parts payrolls. 
Construction employment fluctuated in the early 1970's as interest rates, 
availability of mortgage funds, and apartment vacancy rates, all important 
factors in shaping the extent of housing demand, were also in constant flux 
in the five-year period. At the same time, the construction of federal and 
state highways tapered off. However, large projects, such as the Auburn Dam, 
helped offset the highway decline. B,y 1975, construction employment was 
about 1,000 higher than in 1970, in spite of declines due to the housing 
slump in 1974 and 1975. 
- 20-
Intensified energy demands led to increases in crude petroleum and natural 
gas exploration activity and resulted in a more than doubling of employment 
in the very small mineral extraction industry between 1970 and 1975. 




INDUSTRY OUTLOOK TO 1980 
Employment in the Sacramento Metropolitan Area is expected to advance by 
almost 10 percent between 1975 and 1980--a slower rate of growth than the 
14. 3 percent rate of the early 1970 '·s. This more moderate rate of employment 
expansion is due mostly to a smaller rate of population growth, which will 
slow the growth of demand for goods and services. 
Although asticultural employment represents a small component of the total 
employment picture, accounting for only 3.3 pe~cent of total jobs in 1975, 
it is a highly visible and important industry in the area, especially in 
Yolo County. Several industries are dependent on farming; foo~ processing, 
wholesale trade and trucking are the primary categories. Between 1975 and 
1980 farm jobs are expected to grow moderately--by 3. 6 percent. 
Production increases will be concentrated in tomatoes, a large proportion 
of which will be used in tomato paste. In addition, increased worldwide 
demand as well as high prices should stimulate production and intensi~ 
labor needs. Agricultural services employment will also expand, but at a 
lesser rate, While forestry and fisheries employment will remain relatively 
stable. 
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Mineral extraction, the smallest major industry group in the tri-county 
SMSA, will add 100 jobs between 1975 and 1980, continuing its previous 
f'i ve-year growth pattern. Almost all of' the increase will be centered in 
crude petroleum and gas exploration, the primary category within the 
division. More oil drilling permits have been requested since requirements 
for new sources of energy have intensif.ied in the last few years. 
Meanwhile, nonmetallic mining, which employs about 20 percent of all mining 
workers and includes clay and gravel production, will remain stable between 
1975 and 1980. 
Construction payrolls will grow by 600, or 3.2 percent, between 1975 and · 
1980. General building contractors and special trade contr~(:tors will add 
workers ;-while heavy construction will suffer payroll reductions. In 1975, 
the recession, high interest rates and inflation acted to dampen employment 
in the homebuilding sector. By 1980, the economic situation and mortgage 
fund availability are expected to improve. In addition, there will be a 
substantial increase in the proportion of people in the 20-24 age bracket, 
the peak family formation period. On the other hand, reduced availability 
of' land, skyrocketing housing costs and diminished real income will be 
just as evident and may well take home ownership beyond the means of the 
working class. At best, individual!;r who are able to afford homes will be 
less likely to upgrade living quarters by "trading up" and are most likely 
to rep~ir or upgrade their original dwelling. Expenditures on residential 
additions and alterations will continue to exhibit their steady upward 
movement. This should reduce the proportion of' demand for general building 
contractors (especially in new homes) and intensify the need for special 
trade contractors, such as roofers, plumbers and painters. 
Heavy construction employment is expected to decline between 1975 and 1980, 
mainly due to a reduced highway budget. In addition, :f'uture expenditures 
will be concentrated in highway maintenance rather than highway construction. 
Some projects, such as the Auburn Dam, will help curb the decline. However, 
much depends on the number, size and labor intensity of' additional large 
projects. 
Employment in manufacturing establishments is expected to advance 9.0 per-
cent between 1975 and 1980, with roughly equal gains in the durable and 
nondurable sectors. Within durable goods manufacturing, most major 
industries will grow moderately during the last half of' the decade, with 
the largest gains in lumber and wood products and fabricated metals. The 
outlook for lumber and wood products is dependent on such diverse factors 
as construction activity, evironmental conditions, and the economic 
feasability of the continued use of' wooden containers in food packing and 
processing. Most of the employment advance will be due to changes in the 
economic situation rather than any real growth of new jobs. In 1975, lumber 
demand was hard hit by waning construction activity; however, in 1980, 
building trades activity, and as a result, lumber demand is expected to 
be up. Consequently, job increases will be concentrated in sawmills and 
millwork. 
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The number of jobs in fabricated metals will rise at a rapid pace between 
1975 and 1980. Much of the fabricated metals production in the area is in 
metal can manufacturing, which is tied closely to food processing, a 
mainstay of the area and a projected growth ·industry during the last half 
of the seventies. In addition, an aluminum pop top manufacturing plant is 
expected to begin production in late 1975. Another major component of 
fabricated metals manufacturing, structural metal products, is expected to 
expand in line with increased construction activity in 1980. -
Stone, clay and glass products manufacturing employment is expected to 
reverse its 1970-1975 decline and grow by 13.7 percent between 1975 and 
1980. Employment in the cement, concrete and plaster industry, which 
declined markedly in 1974 and 1975, reflecting a slowdown in building 
activity, will command most of the gain in the next five years as construc-
tion begins to recover. However, in 1980 employment will only slightly 
surpass 1970 levels. Structural clay products employment will also grow 
moderately, mostly due to the opening of a ceramic tile plant in Boseville. 
Transportation equipment manufacturing will also reverse its 197D-1975 
decline, edging up slightly during the second half of the decade. Job 
growth, centered in mobile homes and camper production, will counter 
continuing losses in aircraft and parts. Mobile homes, a major casualty 
of the 1974-75 recession, are expected to increase in popularity in 1980 
as the economy improves. In addition, the rising cost of a single family 
dwelling is expected to act as a stimulus to sales of the lower priced 
mobile home. 
The nondurable goods sector of manufacturing will experience sizeable gains 
between 1975 and 1980 with gains concentrated in printing and publishing 
and food and kindred products. In line with national trends, printing and 
publishing will register healthy growth between 1975 and 1980. Newspaper 
printing and publishing will remain relatively stable while other printing 
payrolls will report sizeable gains. Increased demand for commercial print-
ing as business activity expands,as well as intensified demand tdr state 
printing plant products,will increase employment. 
Food processing payrolls will expand by 300 jobs between 1975 and 1980 
reflecting increased demand for food, especially tomato paste. Institu-
tional demand for tomato paste has intensifie~ since 1973 because it is a 
common extender tor inexpensive dishes and a source of Vitamin C. 
Employment in transportation, communication and utilities will rise 
substantiiUly between 1975 and 1980, adding ·2,200 jobs, with significant 
advances in both the transportation and communications sectors. Local 
and interurban transit will show the largest job increase as federal mass 
transit fUnds are fUnnelled into regional transit systems to meet swelling 
demand for public transit. Trucking and warehousing will also increase 
moderately, mostly due to thriving agricultural and food processing 
activity. Employment in water and in air transportation will depend on 
plans for port and airport expansion, respectively. However, no major 
TABLE 1. 
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EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY DIVISION AND PERCENT CHANGE 
1970, 1975, 1980 
Sacramento Metropolitan Area 
Industry* Number of Employed Individuals Percent Change 
Total, All Industries •••••••••••••• 297,200 
Agriculture, forestry and 
339,600 
fisheries •••••••••••••••••••••••• 10,200 11,100 
Mineral extraction................ 200 400 
Construqtiqn •••••••• •--·-·-~_.. _._._._._._._._L_. _l!_,.u.l60.n.OI-_.--l8 , 600 
Manufacturing ••••••••••••••••••••• 24,700 25,500 
Durable goods •••••••••••••••••••• 11,900 11,300 
Nondurable goods ••••••••••••••••• 12,800 14,300 
Transportation, communication, 
and utilities •••••••••••••••••••• 21,400 
Trade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61,700 
Wholes&l.e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 500 
Retail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50, 200 
Finance, insurance, and 
real estate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 12,300 
Services . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93, Boo 
Medical and other health ••••••••• 18,100 
Ed.ucation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36,000 
Other services ••••••••••••••••••• 39,700 



























































• Major industry divisions are aggregated here acco~ding to the census classi-
fication method. All classes of civilian workers are included (private wage 
and salary, self employed, unpaid family and government ) • A major propor-
tion of government workers are assigned to the various industry groups in 
which they would appear if t~ey were in private employment; i.e. construc-
tion craftsmen employed by government agencies are counted with construc-
tion; municipal utility workers are counted with transportation, communi-
cation, utilities; and public school employees are included with educa-
tion as part of the service industries. Remaining in Public Administra-
tion are such groups as public officials, policemen, firemen and employees 
of regulatory agencies. 
Parts may not add to total due to rounding. 
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TABLE la. EMPLOYMENT OF GOVERNMENT WORKERS BY INDUSTRY 
1970, 1975, 1980 
Sacramento Metropolitan Area 
Number of Government Workers 
Industry 1970 lli.2. 1980 
Total, All Industries (a) 106,200 118,800 126,400 
Agriculture, forestry and 
fisheries 500 500 
Mineral extraction (b) (b) 
Construction 3,400 3,400 
Manufacturing 1,200 1,100 
Durable goods 500 400 
Nondurable goods 700 700 
Transportation, communication, 
and utilities 3,700 4,300 
Trade 500 500 
Wholesale (b) (b) 
Retail 500 400 
Finance, insurance, and real 
estate 4oo 400 
Services 41,300 49,200 
Medical and other health 3,700 3,100 
Education 34,200 42,200 
Other services 3,400 3,900 
Public administration 55,300 59,400 
(a) Individual line items may not add to totals because of rounding. 


















expansion is expected before 1980. (It should be noted that 1975 and 1980 
transportation, communication and utilities totals in Table 1 are too high, 
due in part to sharp reductions in railroad payrolls not anticipated when 
the projections were made. 
Population increases and development of suburban areas will spur demand for 
communication services (telephone and related equipment). At the same 
time, the communications industry will continue to be a leader in labor 
saving technology. The net effect will be healthy growth in communications 
payrolls although it will be slower than the growth rates of early 1970~s. 
Jobs in utilities (including government utilities) will expand by 11 percent 
between 1975 and 1980, a slower rate than~lie early 1970's despite the 
opening of a SMUD nuclear power plant in late 1974. 
Trade employment, one of the faster growing industries in the Sacramento 
area, will increase by 12.8 percent between 1975 and 1980, a moderate 
pace substantially slower than the 21.2 percent rate registered between 
1970 and 1975. The relative slowing of growth reflects a decline in the 
rate of population growth and the completion of an adequate number of 
shopping centers for the housing already developed in the area. 
Within the wholesale sector, food products, electrical goods, and 
machinery will dominate job growth, although most other wholesale 
industries will grow slightly. The location of the Sacramento SMSA, close 
to railroads, freeways and water transportation, makes it an ideal 
distribution center for the flourishing Central Valley. 
Retail trade employment will expand by 13.5 percent, adding 8,200 
jobs by 1980. The largest contribution of new jobs will be from eating 
and drinking establishments which will grow by nearly 20 percent. General 
merchandise stores will also register healthy growth--about 17 percent. 
New shopping center openings, which account for most department store 
employment gains, will slow considerably from the 1970-1975 pace because 
shopping center development has more than caught up with housing growth. 
Meanwhile, food and dairy stores will grow by about 8 percent, mostly 
responding to the opening of new suburban tracts in outlying areas. 
Proportionately, the fastest growth will be in franchised "fast food" 
restaurants. New family formations, as well as new housing tracts, which 
reflect increased population in the 20-24 age group, a peak family formation 
period, wi~l account for a 10 percent gain in furniture and appliance store 
payrolls. For the same reason, auto dealers and gas station payrolls will 
also increase moderately. 
Building material stores will grow moderately, in line with the trend 
toward more home repairs. Miscellaneous retail establishments, such as 
drug stores and plant stores, will expand at roughly the same rate as 
the retail trade sector as a whole. 
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Finance, insurance and real estate payrolls will expand at a faster rate--
18.4 percent--than all other major industry groups, with financial institu-
tions dominating the increase. However, this represents a gain of only 
2,700 new jobs by 1980. The rate of expansion in new jobs will be lower than 
in the early 1970s, reflecting the slowing of population growth. Insurance 
and real estate agencies will also advance at a healthy pace, in response 
to a growing need for services, especially among the young adult population. 
The largest job increase in absolute terms--more than ll,OOO--will occur in 
the services division. This represents a rise of 10.3 percent, far lower 
than the rate in the early seventies. Public and private educational ser-
vices, which account for more than 40 percent of all employment in services, 
will grow by only about 5 percent--a substantial decline in the rate of 
growth from the sixties and early seventies. The school age population will 
decrease, reflecting a drop in the birth rate during the late 1960•s and 
early 1970's. However, a slight increase in the college age population, 
coupled with demand for smaller classes and special program~will allow some 
increase in employment opportunities. 
The second largest industry within the services sector is medical and health 
care services, which will grow by almost 23 percent. Most of the new jobs 
will be in outpatient services and convalescent homes rather than in 
hospitals. The number of new employment opportunities in this industry will 
be dependent on the existence and the extent of national health insurance. 
Nonprofit and miscellaneous services will continue to grow at a rapid pace. 
Meanwhile, hotels, amusement and recreation services;and motion pictures, 
will increase moderately in line with effects to improve the Sacramento 
area (especially Lake Tahoe in Placer County) as a tourism and convention 
center. 
Between 1975 and 1980, the number working in public administration will 
expand by almost 7 percent with almost all of the growth in state and local 
government. Senate ~ill 90, which tied the amount of city and county 
property tax increase to the rate of population growth, will act as a 
severe limitation on city, county, and special district employment growth. 
However, the trend toward revenue sharing in such fields as manpower and 
housing should help modify the effects of that limitation. State public 
administration payrolls will continue to expand, reflecting demand for 
governmental services. The number of federal public administration payrolls 
will be dependent on decisions on national defense needs made in Washington 
D.C. The figures in Table 1 will be high in both 1975 and 1980 due to a 
decision by the Pentagon to cut jobs at a major defense installation in 




There are many factors that determine the kinds of occupational skills required 
by local employers. Among the more important of these are the kinds of products 
and services produced by the local economy, relative difference in growth rates 
among industries, and the need to replace workers leaving the labor force. 
Before moving to a more detailed analysis of specj.fic occupations, we will 
briefly discuss these factors and provide a broad overview of occupational 
trends. The previously discussed industrial structure of the Sacramento area 
is a principal determinant of the occupational mix of the local labor force. 
The major city of the region, Sacramento, is the capital of the State and 
focal point of government and private services. The city also serves as the 
retail and wholesale trade center for the Sacramento Valley and nearby moun-
tain areas. Consequently, the services, trade and public administration 
industry divisions play a paramount role in the economy, providing employment 
for an estimated seven out of ten local workers. 
The labor force in each of these industry d.i"'lrlsions -- services, trade, and 
public administration -- is predominantly white collar; thus, professional, 
technical, managerial, sales and clerical occupations comprise a large pro-
portion of total employment. 
Industries Differ In The Kinds Of 
Workers They Employ - 1975 
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It should be noted that the job titles used in this report conform to the 
system developed by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
and are only approximately comparable to the classifications used in the 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles published by the U.S. Department of Labor. 
Because industry classifications are also modified to agree with 1970 census 
concepts, the majority of government workers are assigned to the industry 
groups in which they would appear if they were in private employment. For 
example, public school employees are included with the education group of 
the services industry division. Again, to conform with 1970 census methods, 
employment estimates encompass all classes of civilian workers: private wage 
and salary, self-employed and unpaid family workers. 
The previously discussed industry trends affect occupations in varying ways. 
For example, expanded service industries activity will increase employment 
in some craft occupations, while the reduced heavy construction payrolls will 
translate into job losses in other skilled crafts. As a consequence of the 
relationship between industry trends and employment in individual occupations, 
the underlying national and local economic assumptions described in the pree 
ceding sections of this report apply to the discussion of occupational employ-
ment developments. The economic assumptions should be viewed in light of 
current conditions. 
Rate 01 Change for Major OccupeliOftal Gr01ps 
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Between 1975 and 1980, the largest number of new jobs-about 8,000-will be in 
the clerical group, in response to the rising volume of paperwork and record 
keeping associated with higher levels of business and government activities. 
Anticipated expansion of the local economy will generate an estimated 6,000 
additional positions for professional, technical and kindred workers. The 
pace of employment growth in these occupations will be slightly slower than 
the rate for all occupations, mostly due to the slowing rate of employment 
increases in the educational services industry. During the same period, the 
number of sales personnel will increase more rapidly than employment as a whole, 
reflecting growing trade activity, increased demand for insurance coverage 
and the rising number of real estate transactions. The managerial group will 
also post job gains at- a-rate-exc:!-e-eding tn:a.t--for ro"'tal. · -emplbyriieii""'C~ ·-·- ·--··-·-. 
The blue collar occupational group, craftsmen, operatives and the nonfarm 
laborers, accounts for approximately 24 percent of total employment in the 
Sacramento area. From 1975 through 1980, the numbers of local craftsmen, 
operatives, and laborers will increase at slow rates. The local rate of employ-
ment growth for these workers will be slowed by the small increases in con-
struction activity. The concentration of blue collar workers in the manufac-
turing industry division also contributes to the much slower employment 
growth for these workers locally than statewide. Manufacturing plays a less 
important role in the local economy than it does in the state as a whole. 
Workers Needed from Industry Change And Replacement Needs 1975·1910 
P~DFESSIDNAL, TECHNICAL, KINDRED 
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During the 1975 through 1980 period, the rate of job gains in the service occu-
pations will slightly exceed ~he pace of growth for all occupational categories. 
The trend in dining in establishments away from home and increasing activity 
in medical and health facilities will be the chief contributors to the employ-
ment growth rate anticipated for service workers. 
In addition to job opportunities resulting from economic expansion, the need 
to replace workers who leave the labor force plays a highly significant role 
in total manpower requirements. From 1975 through 1980, industry growth in 
conjunction with job vacancies arising from the need to replace workers who 
leave the labor market because of retirement or death will result in an 
estimated 97,000 employment opportunities for jobseekers in the local labor 
market. Almost two out of three of these projected employment opportunities 
will arise as workers retire or die. The need to replace workers who change 
occupations but remain in the labor force is another source of employment 
opportunities. Since such transfers do not contribute to a net increase in 
manpower needs, these job openings have been exeluded from this report. 
The Sacramento area has an abundance of residents seeking semiskilled and 
unskilled jobs. Generally the skills most in demand by local employers are 
not those possessed by the low-skilled worker group. On the whole, the 
industries with the greatest growth potential have been those which depend 
more on administrative or technical workers than on manual labor. For example, 
two of the fastest growing local industry divisions, trade and services, have 
consideraply more than one-half of their workers in white collar occupations. 
Trends developing now do not hold promise of significant change in this 
situation. On the contrary, the changing occupational mix in the local area 
will require more workers in occupationa that provide monetary rewards for 
job knowledge, and fewer in occupations that compensate physical effort. 
Table 2a. Industry-Occupation Dnployment (Matrix) Summa.ry, 
Sacramento SMSA--1975 and 1980 Industry Division 
' ' ' 












Table 2b. Percenta8e Distribution of Employment by Industries 
Within Occupation, 



















Table 2c. Percentage Distribution of Employment b,y Occupations 
Within Iridustrt, 
















ProfessionaZ1 TechnicaZ and Kindred Workers 
In the Sacramento area, employment of professional, technical and kindred 
workers will increase by an estimated annual average of 1.7 percent between 
1975 and 1980. The rate of increase will be slower than the 3.1 percent 
annual increase recorded in the 1970-75 period. The decline in the rate of 
increase mainly reflects a slowing of growth in the public administration and 
educational services industries, which account for nearly 3 out of every 5 
professional and technical jobs. Job increases in educational services will 
be limited by the low birthrate of the late 1960's and early 1970's, while 
increases in the number of professional and technical jobs in public 
administration will be restrlc:ted by state legisJ.&t.Wn--whieh tie--'bhe--amount 
of city and county property tax increase to the population growth rate. 
From 1975 through 1980, the majority of employment advances will occur in the 
services industries. Growing consumer demand for medical and health services 
and continuing increases in the use of accounting, auditing, engineering and 
architectural services will generate many of the job gains in the professional 
and technical occupations. Few job opportunities will be created in 
educational services, a growth industry in the 1960's and early 1970's. 
In addition to the employment opportunities created by industry growth, an 
annual average of more than 2,100 people will be needed to replace 
professionals and technicians who retire or die from 1975 through 1980. 
The community colleges and universities in the area provide the professional 
and technical training that helps meet the need for people with these skills. 
Engineering and Technical Occupations. In the early 1970's, much public 
attention throughout the Nation and State focused on the engineering 
occupations because of the employment losses resulting from the curtailment 
of defense and space work. One by-product of this publicity for a time 
was a decline in engineering school enrollments. What has been often 
overlooked, however, is that many of society's problems-pollution, urban 
deterioration, and mass transit-demand engineering skills. Little growth 
of employment opportunities for engineers and related technical workers is 
anticipated in the Sacramento area between 1975 and 1980. 
The intensity of demand for Engineers is affected by the level of construction 
activity, business expansion or contraction in general, and government 
spending for both armaments and nondefense projects such as pollution control 
or water quality; consequently, the employment level in engineering occupations 
can fluctuate dramatically. Engineers must keep up with developments affecting 
their field. Those lacking a strong background in engineering fundamentals 
or with very specialized or short-ter.m experience may, in the event of project 
completion, have difficulty finding other employment for which their skills 
are appropriate. The primary source of employment opportunities for most 
types of engineers will be the need to replace workers who retire or die. 
The number of engineering school graduates in the area will be more than 
adequate to meet the demand. 
Draftsmen comprise the largest occupational category among engineering 
technicians in the Sacramento area. From 1975 through 1980, the combined 
e~~ects o~ industrial expansion and the need to replace workers who retire 
or die will create only 50 job openings per year ~or draftsmen. The demand 
~or draftsmen will be sharply limited by the slow employment growth o~ the 
engineering and scienti~ic personnel which they support. Although occasional 
shortages occur o~ well-trained dra~tsmen with specialized experience, there 
is a large continuing surplus o~ workers with limited or only general dr~ting 
backgrounds. The increasing number o~ complex design problems associated with 
modern products and production processes and the tendency o~ larger ~irms to 
computerize the routine dra~ting tasks traditionally per~ormed by entry-level 
workers will severely limit employment prospects ~or trainees. 
Pro~essional and Technical Medical Workers. The consistent growth pattern 
characterizing the medical and health services over the last several years 
appears likely to continue in the Sacramento area through 1980. The 
cumulative e~~ect o~ a growing population, greater personal income, medical 
insurance, government programs, health education and other ~actors has created 
a considerable need ~or medical workers. The development o~ sophisticated 
diagnostic tools and techniques, brought about by advances in medical science 
and technology,will create a greater demand ~or medical tec~iciams. In 
addition, the trend toward delegating less critical and simpler tasks o~ 
highly-trained pro~essional medical workers to paramedical personnel is 
expected to continue. 
Although the majority o~ local PhYsicians are sel~-employed, a signi~icant 
number work in government agencies, and a ~ew are employed ~-time in 
research or teaching. A Doctor o~ Medicine may begin a pro~essional career 
immediately after completing medical school and a 12-month internship. 
Many physicians elect to become specialists and after their internship 
receive advanced hospital training as residents in speci~ic phases o~ medicine. 
Following this training, which may take ~rom two to ~ive years, they may be 
required to practice ~or an additional two years be~ore they are considered 
quali~ied candidates ~or certi~ication by the appropriate medical speciality 
board. The available supply o~ these pro~essionals will depend on the area's 
ability to attract physicians ~rom other parts o~ Cali~ornia and the Nation. 
To work as a Registered Nurse in Cali~ornia, it is necessary to be licensed 
by the State. The license is available to graduates o~ Associate of Arts 
programs, three-year hospital programs, or Bachelor o~ Arts programs. 
Increasingly, the promotional opportunities and the better jobs are only 
available to the more educated nurses. In the local area most o~ the need ~or 
nursing personnel has been ~or workers with experience in various specialities 
such as coronary care, intensive care, or operating room, and who are available 
~or weekend and evening shifts. From 1975 through 1980, employment o~ 
registered nurses will increase moderately as a result o~ expanded activity in 
local health and medical ~acilities. 
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Registered Nurse Is Largest Of The Medical Professions 
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Clinical Laboratory Technologists and Technicians perform the laboratory tests 
that play an important part in the detection, diagnosis, and treatment of 
cancer, tuberculosis, diabetes, meningitis, and other diseases. Because of 
the critical importance of these tests for the patient's health, technologists 
are licensed by the State. Technicians, who are non-licensed personnel, work 
under the direct supervision of technologists and engage in such activities 
as: labeling, centrifuging, and transferring specimens; transcribing results 
which have been previously recorded either manually or mechanically; and 
preparing equipment, culture media, and reagents. From 1975 through 1980, total 
employment of technologists and technicians will increase by more than 500 
new positions in the Sacramento area. The majority of expected job gains will 
occur in hospital laboratories, with the other increases distributed among 
clinics, other health facilities, and physicians' offices. In general, the 
supply of jobseekers has been adequate to meet local need for these workers, 
but occasional shortages of licensed personnel occur. 
Teachers. The more than 20,000 teachers employed in the Sacramento area 
comprise the area's largest group of professional workers. The declining 
number of school-age children, ensuing from the low birthrate in the late 1960's 
and early 1970's,will result in a slight decrease in the demand for teachers--
especially at the elementary school level. Between 1975 and 1980, all of the 
job opportunities will result from the need to replace workers who retire or 
otherwise change their labor force status. However, the anticipated demand will 
not absorb the large local and Statewide surplus of teachers that has 
developed since 1970. 
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Other Professional Occupations. Ent~level jobs for Accountants in most 
major local companies require a bachelor's degree in accounting,with some 
course work in computer science. Firms recruiting experienced accountants 
require specialized experience, usually in a particular industry. From 
1975 through 1980, employment in the accounting profession will expand by 
10.5 percent, with the largest job gains occurring in State government, and 
in firms providing accounting and auditing services. Continuing industrial 
expansion and the increasing complexity of business, government, and tax 
laws will create job opportunities for well-trained accountants. 
The employment of La'W)"ers in the Sacramento area will grow at a steady pace 
between 1975 and 1980. A Supreme Court decision extending the right of 
counsel for persons accused of lesser crimes, the growth of legal action in 
the areas of safety, the enviromnent and consumer protection, and an expected 
increase in the use of legal services by middle-income groups through 
prepaid legal service programs should provide employment opportunities. Other 
jobs will be created by the need to replace people who leave the profession. 
Nearly all of the jobs resulting from employment growth will be in law firms 
and in state public administration. However, a rapid increase in the number 
of law-school graduates entering the labor market will create keen competition 
for available jobs. By 1980, there will be a surplus of applicants seeking 
entry into the profession. 
In the 1960's, government fUnding of various social service programs increased 
significantly and generated considerable demand for Social Workers. By 1970, 
however, many trained people had entered or were attempting to enter the 
profession at a time when government priorities had shifted to other concerns, 
thereby creating an oversupply of qualified workers. During the years from 
1975 through 1980, employment opportunities will be best for jobseekers with 
advanced degrees in social work and experience in specialized fUnctions such 
as drug programs or psychiatric casework. However, in all specialities, 
there will be considerable competition for those job openings which occur. 
The existing surplus of applicants seeking entry to the profession will 
continue through 1980. 
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Managers~ O[[iciaZs and Proprietors 
This group of occupations accounts for approximately 34,000 jobs or about 
10 percent of total employment in the Sacramento Metropolitan Area. From 
1975 through 1980, the employment level of managerial personnel will primarily 
reflect trends in four industry divisions--trade, services, finance-insurance-
real estate and government. Within the trade division, which employs more than 
one out of three local managers, expected increases in the business of serving 
meals away from home, greater patronage at department stores, grocery stores, 
and automobile dealers and service stations and a growing demand for 
wholesale farm products will generate many of the anticipated job gains for 
buyers' sal-es-mana.gers--and- O'tb:er-man-e:genu--pers6nner.--rncrease"d- iiumber"s of 
health administrators will be needed as total employment rises in medical 
and other health facilities. Within government, employment of federal and 
local government administrators is expected to increase slightly, while 
employment levels of state administrative workers will move up at a faster pace. 
The anticipated higher level of activity in banks and credit agencies will 
stimulate most of the employment boost expected for management people in the 
finance, insurance and real estate industry division. 
Overall, about 9,900 additional managers, officials and proprietors will be 
needed during the 1975 through 1980 period to fill job openings created by 
economic growth, retirements, and deaths. Approximately 53 percent of these 
vacancies will result from the need to replace workers who retire or die. 
Although some local firms have management training programs, entry to managerial-
level positions will usually be gained through college graduation s~pplemented 
by progressively responsible experience in such fields as accounting, engineering 
or sales. The several fine educational facilities in Sacramento and the 





Sacramento area employers will require more than 9,200 additional sales 
workers from 1975 through 1980 as a result of the combined effects of business 
expansion and the need to replace persons who leave the labor market through 
retirement or death. Approximately three out of five of these job 
opportunities will arise from replacement needs. The 1975 through 1980 employment 
forecast for sales workers indicates a growth rate substantially reduced 
from the rate registered in these occupations from 1970 to 1975. In the 
earlier period, the opening of new shopping centers and other retail stores 
generated significant job gains for sales personnel. However, for the 1975 
through 1980 period, the number of existing shopping centers is ~onsidered 
adequate for the housing growth rate, and this will be reflected in the slowed 
pace of employment advances in the sales occupations. 
Expanded retail trade activity will account for about 58 percent of anticipated 
job gains in the field.' Increased employment levels in the finance-insurance-
real estate complex will account for another 20 percent of new sales jobs. 
Other employment increases for sales workers will be distributed among the 
wholesale trade, manufacturing, business services, and other industry divisions. 
Employer hiring specifications for salesworkers vary considerably, but high 
school graduation or the equivalent is commonly a minimum requirement. For 
sales positions involving technical or complex products, employers frequently 
require two or more years of college including courses in engineering, science 
or other technical subjects. Historically, there has been a surplus of 
marginally-qualified salesworkers in the local labor force, however, the 
person with good sales ability should find a favorable job outlook in the 
years through 1980. 
Insurance Salesmen. The demand for insurance salesmen depends upon such 
factors as population growth, industrial development, and the desire for 
and ability to pay for a variety of insurance coverages. Increases in these 
components of demand will produce a steady growth of employment opportunities 
for insurance salesmen in the Sacramento area from 1975 through 1980. In 
addition, frequent openings occur as a ~onsequence of the high turnover rate 
among beginning-level workers. The completion of at least two years of 
college, the possession of an automobile, and the willingness to work 
evenings and weekends are usually required for employment in the insurance 
sales field. 
Real Estate Salesmen. In the vast majority of property transactions, the 
real estate salesman is instrumental in bringing together the buyer and seller. 
Salesmen and brokers sell, rent and trade real estate for their clients. 
The intensity of demand for these workers is influenced by the general level of 
economic activity, construction, and loan interest rates. From 1975 through 
1980, almost two out of every three new job opportunities for real estate 
salesmen in the local area will result from the need to replace workers who 
retire or die. The real estate business is slow during winter and summer 
months and picks up during the spring and fall of the year. However, this 
11-89157 
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seasonal fluctuation affects earnings more than it does employment, since 
salesmen are paid on a commission basis. Part-time work in this occupation 
is quite common. All persons selling real estate must be licensed by the 
State. Although there is no specific educational requirement, most real 
estate salesmen are at least high school graduates and employers increasingly 
prefer applicants with some college. Additionally, salesmen must usually 
supply their own car for transporting customers. 
Sales Representatives, Wholesale Trade. From 1975 through 1980, the 
employment level of sales representatives in wholesale trade establishments 
will increase slowly, and most job opportunities in this occupation will stem 
from the need to replace workers who die or retire. However, the level of 
business activity will have differing effects on the emproyment prospects 
for sales workers merchandising various types of wholesale products. For 
example, continuing population growth and the increased worldwide demand for 
food products will translate into job gains for sales representatives selling 
food and farm products, while the spiraling price of fuel will limit new 
jobs for persons engaged in selling motor vehicles. The Sacramento area has 
had a continuing surplus of persons seeking work as sales representatives, 
but many applicants do not meet employer hiring specifications. Because the 
jobs tend to be somewhat specialized and training periods frequently as long 
as one to two years, employers prefer to hire experienced workers. In many 
companies, specialized training beyond high school is required, and in some 
instances, a college degree in engineering or science may be necessary. In 
any event, whether hiring a trainee or experienced representative, employers 
are highly selective. 
Sales Clerks, Retail Trade. This occupational category includes workers 
employed in the following types of retail establishments: general merchandise 
and apparel and accessories stores, food and dairy stores, hardware, and 
"miscellaneous retail stores." The 1975 through 1980 employment estimates 
for sales clerks, the largest of the local sales occupations, indicate a 
steady rate of job gains, primarily as a result of expanded consumer demand 
for the goods of department and other general merchandise stores, and 
miscellaneous retailers such as book and stationery shops, sporting goods 
stores and toy, game and hobby shops. However, greater reliance on self-
service merchandising and increased use of catalogue sales may retard 
employment growth for sales clerks. The demand for workers in this 
occupational group fluctuates throughout the year, reaching a peak during 
the Christmas holiday sales. Employers customarily recruit students and 
others available for temporary part-time hours to handle increased sales 
volume during the busiest periods. Traditionally, the supply of qualified 
sales clerks has been more than sufficient to meet employer needs, and this 
supply and demand relationship seems likely to persist through 1980. 
Sa~esmen 1 Retail Trade. This occupational category includes men and women 
in sales work in the following types of retail establishments: lumber and 
building materials outlets, motor vehicle dealerships and furniture and 
appliance stores. The overall employment level for these salesworkers 
roughly follows the patterns of grovth in population and personal income, 
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and from 1975 through 1980, expected increases in these factors will 
contribute to the addition of an estimated average of about 75 new jobs 
per year in the sales occupations. However, employment in· each of the sales 
specialties responds to different developments in the total economy. For 
exwnple, the job outlook for motor vehicle salesmen, who comprise almost 
one-half of retail trade salesmen, will be affected by the availability of 
gasoline. In lumber and building materials stores, opportunities for sales 
personnel will be affected by the continuing trend toward self-service 




More than one out of every five Sacramento area jobs are clerical, involving 
filing, typing, record keeping and the performance o~ other clerical duties. 
From 1975 through 1980, local business expansion in conjunction with the 
need to replace workers who retire or die will create an estimated 29,450 
employment opportunities in the clerical field. Three industry divisions -
public administration, services and the finance-insurance-real estate complex 
will account for nearly seven out of ten of the anticipated employment 
advances in the clerical occupations. Within the public administration 
division, clerical job losses resulting from the contraction of federal 
payrolls will be more than offset by expanded state and local governmental 
activity. The greatest employment gains in the clerical occupations will 
occur in the services industry division with medical and health facilities, 
public and private educational institutions, and nonprofit organizations 
making the largest contributions to the job increase. Employment in the 
clerical occupations will also grow in response to the rising volume of 
paper work and record keeping associated with the expanding level of 
activity in finance-insurance-real estate and retail trade. 
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The clerical category encompasses occupations with widely disparate education, 
skill and experience requirements. Included, for example, are expediters and 
production controllers in manufacturing firms and executive secretaries in 
business offices as well as workers in occupations such as messenger or file 
clerk which can be entered with little, if any, specialized training or experience. 
However, high school graduation or the equivalent is the minimum requirement 
for entry into nearly all clerical occupations. As was previously mentioned, 
many clerical positions occur in government agencies and come under the 
jurisdiction of various civil service commissions; thus,job vacancies are 
usually filled through competitive wrj, tten, oral and, in come instances, 
performance examinations. 
Well-qualified workers in most of the higher-skilled clerical occupations, 
e.g. , secretary and full-charge bookkeeper, have been in short supply in the 
Sacramento area for several years. On the other hand, demand has been quite 
limited for workers in lower-skilled occupations such as file clerk, 
receptionist, messenger and stock clerk. Inasmuch as these are commonly 
considered to be the entry positions among the clerical occupations, there has 
been a continuing surplus of applicants in the local labor force. Additionally, 
increased automation of clerical tasks will further restrict employment 
opportunities for clerks who perform the routine chores associated with entry-
level positions. By and large, the employment outlook is good for skilled 
clerical workers, but the marginally-qualified will find relatively little 
demand for their services. 
Secretaries. This occupation includes not only such specialized job titles 
as statistical secretary and court transcriber, but also those who perform 
general office work, clerical work or act as receptionists in addition to 
their secretarial duties. In the Sacramento area, secretaries are found in 
nearly every industry, but large concentrations of these workers are employed 
by firms in the public administration and services industry divisions. 
From 1975 through 1980, employment of secretaries in the local area will 
register moderate increases as the general level of business activity expands. 
There has been a persistent shortage of well-qualified secretaries in the 
local labor force for some years , and the need for workers with good skills 
does not appear likely to diminish. The automation of clerical procedures 
is not expected to substantially affect the secretary's job duties or the 
number of secretaries needed. 
Stenographers. The job of a stenographer is frequently an entry-level 
position for a person with typing and shorthand skills; experience gained on 
this job can often be used to move into the secretarial field. Most 
stenographers work in the larger establishments and government agencies. 
The number of stenographers in the Sacramento Metropolitan Area is expected 
to decline by 5.5 percent between 1975 and 1980,mostly reflecting the 
increased use of dictating machines and memory typewriters. However, there 
will be a very small number of opportunities - about 95 jobs per year -
created by the need to replace stenographers who retire or die. The employment 
outlook will be best for stenographers who have good knowledge of clerical 
procedures and can perform a variety of clerical functions. The supply of 
workers is expected to meet the demand though sporadic shortages may occur. 
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TYpists. With the exception of government agencies and larger firms, few 
employers hire workers to do straight typing. Most typists' jobs also 
involve answering telephones, record keeping, or operation of office machines. 
Although typewriters have undergone almost continuous mechanical improvement 
and photocopying techniques have eliminated many routine typing chores, 
further technological changes will not reduce the .demand for typists between 
1975 and 1980. Opportunities will be best for typists who can work with 
automated equipment, such as MTSTs (magnetic ta~e selectric typewriters), 
mag cards (magnetic work processing cards), or memory typewriters. In the 
last half of the decade, Sacramento area employers will need an additional 
1,100 typists to assist with the expanded volume of paperwork accompanying 
increased business activity. Another 3,600 workers will be needed to replace 
typists who retire or die. In general, there has been a surplus of 
marginally-qualified applicants seeking employment as typists, but a 
shortage of jobseekers with good typing skill and the ability to perform 
related clerical duties. This supply and demand relationship seems likely 
to prevail during the years through 1980. 
Office Machine Operators. Included in this occupational group are workers 
who operate such diverse equipment as addressographs, computers, and 
duplicating, keypunch and bookkeeping machines. The number of office machine 
operators, as a group, will remain virtually unchanged between 1975 and 1980. 
However, changes in technology will have different effects on the employment 
growth of occupations in the office machine operator category. The number 
of computer operators will grow at a moderate pace as computer use becomes 
more prevalent. On the other hand, the number of keypunch operators is not 
expected to keep pace with the increased use of computers as faster and more 
efficient methods of data entry will increasingly replace cardpunch 
equipment. Meanwhile, calculating and duplicating machine operator jobs will 
grow very slowly. The supply of office machine operators is expected to be 
adequate since schools in the area provide the training that helps meet 
local need for these skills. Applicants seeking trainee positions in any of 
the office machine operating occupations may encounter difficulty securing 
their first job. Because computers, data processing equipment and other 
office machines undergo nearly continuous design modifications, experienced 
operators, in order to successfully compete in the labor market, may need to 
periodically undertake additional training to familiarize themselves with 
the latest equipment. 
Bookkeepers. Every business requires accurate records of its financial 
transactions, and this need creates employment opportunities for the 
bookkeepers and accounting clerks included in this occupational category. 
From 1975 through 1980, the Sacramento area economy will add an estimated 
790 new bookkeeping jobs, and more than 2,300 vacancies will result from the 
need to replace workers who leave the labor force because of retirement or 
death. The majority of jobs created by business expansion will occur in the 
services and trade industry divisions. There has been a moderate but 
persistent shortage of well-qualified, full-charge bookkeepers in the local 
labor force for some time. Increasingly, employers specify a need for 
bookkeepers with typing ability and experience in a specific industry. 
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However, despite some tendency to simplify bookkeeping fUnctions into more 
routine clerical tasks, the need for full-charge bookkeepers does not seem 
likely to be significantly reduced in the 1975 to 1980 period. Nevertheless, 
the increased use of computers and other office machines is expected to slow 
the growth rate of account clerk positions. Since this is an entry-level 
occupation, a surplus of ~pplicants for these jobs will· continue through 1980. 
ca·shiers. The retail trade division, which employs 73 percent of all cashiers, 
will account for more than 85 percent of the anticipated increase in 
employment of these workers. Most of the job gains in the 1975 through 1980 
period will occur in eating and drinking places, food and dairy stores, and 
general merchandise stores. Cashiers work in various settings including 
supermarkets, theaters, cafeterias, automobile service dealers, and hotels. 
Their job duties vary with the place of employment and may involve operating 
accounting machines or ticket dispensing machines, making reservations for 
customers, wrapping and bagging customer ·purchases, or preparing an itemized 
bill of services incurred. Changes in merchandising techniques and technological 
innovations will have varying effects on employment. Self-service 
merchandising will spur the demand for cashiers to perform checkout work 
formerly handled by sales workers. At the same time, automatic equi:pment will 
result in more output per worker. The need to replace workers who leave 
the labor market will create more job opportunities than are expected to 
result from industry growth. 
File Clerks. Business firms need an orderly arrangement for the storage and 
retrieval or records, and in larger establishments this creates employment 
opportunities for file clerks. The occupation is most commonly found in 
large firms or government agencies because there has to be a considerable 
volume of clerical work in order to break out the filing tasks from the work 
of a more highly-skilled clerical worker. Many firms combine the file clerk 
job with other duties such as typing or record keeping. During the years 
from 1975 through 1980, job opportunities for file clerks will result more 
from replacement needs than increased business activity. Many of these 
positions will be entry-level, because employers often consider this work 
training for higher-level clerical jobs. The growing use of mechanical 
devices to arrange, store and transmit records will tend to limit employment 
growth for clerks of this type. The existing surplus of jobseekers interested 
in employment as file clerks seems likely to continue in the Sacramento area. 
Receptionists. Jobs for receptionists exist in practically all kinds of 
establishments but are somewhat concentrated in hospitals, educational 
institutions, state government and offices of physicians and other professional 
people. Most receptionist jobs require specific skills in addition to 
receiving customers and clients: for example, typing, record keeping or 
operating adding machines or other office equi:pment. Employers frequently fill 
receptionist positions by the transfer of an experienced clerical worker 
familiar with the firm•s operation. Employment estimates for the 1975 
through 1980 period indicate some growth in the need for receptionists in the 
Sacramento area. An even larger number of these workers are expected to be 
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needed to replace those who leave the labor market. There has been a 
continuing surplus of applicants seeking receptionist jobs in the area, but 
many of these jobseekers lack the skills or personal characteristics required 
by local employers. 
ShipPing and Receiving Clerks. In the Sacramento area, an estimated 1,090 
shipping and receiving clerks perform the clerical fUnctions necessary to 
keep track of goods transferred from one place to another by business firms. 
They may also requisition needed merchandise from the firm's storeroom, wrap 
and pack the shipment, and direct its loading. Small firms tend to employ 
people under the combination title Shipping and Receiving Clerk, while large 
companies commonly divide the task into two occupations--Shipping Clerk and 
Receiving Clerk. From 1975 through 1980, employment of these workers will 
increase at a much slower rate than the average growth rate for the clerical 
group as a whole. Employment of these workers will rise slowly, despite 
relatively rapid increases in the volume of goods distributed. Streamlined 
record keeping systems and the installation of laborsaving devices in modern 
warehouses will limit employment growth among shipping and receiving clerks. 
Most job opportunities will result from the need to replace workers who leave 
the labor market. Because these jobs are frequently considered suitable for 
entry-level workers, there has been a continuing surplus of workers in the 
local labor force. 
Stock Clerks. These workers receive and unpack incoming merchandise, store 
materials in bins, on the floor, or on shelves, and may mark items with 
identifying codes, letters, figures or prices so that inventories can be 
located quickly and easily. Although they do perform some minor record keeping 
duties, stock clerks generally need not have the clerical skill required of 
shipping and receiving clerks. Also, the stock clerk is distinguished from 
the stock handler, to be discussed with the Laborer, Nonfarm occupational 
group. The duties assigned workers in these two occupations are similar, but 
the occupations differ somewhat in that the stock clerk works in a variety 
of employment settings whereas stock handlers are employed principally in 
retail food and dairy stores. In the Sacramento area, job opportunities for 
stock clerks will result chiefly from the need to replace workers who change 
employment or leave the labor force from 1975 through 1980. Because entrance 
into this occupation is relatively easy, and since many young people seek 
this work as a first job, there continues to be a more than adequate supply 
of workers in the local area. 

Cm!tsmen 
Workers in the skilled crafts fabricate, process, inspect or repair materials, 
products or structural units. Performance of the work requires the application 
of an organized body of knowledge related to materials, tools and principles 
associated with the craft. Carpenter, machinist, automobile mechanic, 
telephone installer, dental technician and cabinetmaker are examples of the 
skilled occupations included in the craftsmen group that comprises an estimated 
12 percent of total employment in the Sacramento area. Locally, about one out 
of five craftsmen work in the construction industry. other concentrations of 
these workers can be found in the transportation, communications, and utili ties 
industry complex, as well as in manufacturing, trade, and the public 
administration industry division, where civilian craftsmen maintain and repair 
government and military equipment, machinery and facilities. From 1975 
through 1980, the number of local workers employed in the skilled trades is 
expected to increase at a slowpace. However, the outlook varies markedly 
among individual industries. For example, the decline in government budget 
allocations will reduce the employment of skilled craftsmen in the public 
administration industry division, while the employment level of craftsmen 
in various services and retail trade industries will rise. 
Overall, about 2,900 new jobs will be created between 1975 and 1980 as a result 
of increased business activity. Many of the new jobs will be in the special 
trade contractor division of the construction industry, reflecting the 
acceleration of home remodell;ng activity. Printing establishments and 
automobile repair shops will also register significant job gains. Additionally, 
the need to replace craftsmen .who leave the labor market due to retirement or 
death will create an annual average of about Boo job vacancies between 1975 
and 1980. However, the supply of journeyman craftsmen will be sufficient to 
meet this demand, though there may be shortages in the more specialized trades. 
Long training periods are required to prepare a competent craftsman. In many 
of the skilled trades, the time to train a fully-qualified worker is comparable 
in length to training periods necessary in professional and technical occupations 
and is frequently much longer than that needed in other occupational groups. 
MOst training is through an apprenticeship program administered by employers, 
unions and the California State Division of Apprenticeship Standards. 
Applicants must pass a written examination, usually an aptitude test. 
Competition for apprenticeship slots is keen. 
Construction Craftsmen. Carpenters, electricians, painters, plumbers and 
other skilled construction workers account for about 27 percent of all local 
craft employment. More than sixty percent of all building trades craftsmen 
work in the construction industry; other notable concentrations of these 
workers occur in segments of the public administration and transportation, 
communications and utilities industry divisions. From 1975 through 1980, the 
projected slow growth of building activity will somewhat retard the growth of 
employment in the skilled construction occupations. However, some increased 
need will develop for carpenters, electricians and other craftsmen to build, 
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maintain and repair facilities and equipment. Overall, however, replacement 
needs will be the primary source of employment opportunities for construction 
craftsmen and will exceed the number of jobs created by expansion in most 
craft occupations. 
The usual method of entry to construction craftsman jobs is through an 
apprenticeship program. Historically, even when journeyman workers have 
be·en in demand, there has been an oversupply of candidates for apprentice 
positions, and this supply/demand relationship appears likely to persist 
through 1980. In the next five years, the employment outlook for construction 
craftsmen will be most influenced by replacement needs and the customary 
seasonal variations in the level of business activity. 
Metalworking Craftsmen Except Mechanics. The metalworking group includes 
such occupations as machinist, boilermaker, heat treater, molder and 
millwright, among others. Three local industry divisions--manufacturing, 
transportation, and federal public administration--employ somewhat more than 
three out of four metalworking craftsmen. Between 1975 and 1980, the employment 
of skilled metalworkers will remain stable as slight job gains in manufacturing 
offset reductions in federal public administration payrolls. In addition, 
technological changes which increase worker productivity will tend to retard 
growth in the metalworking crafts. The intensity of demand for these workers 
tends to be highly sensitive to general business conditions and may fluctuate 
considerably. For the next several years, it is expected that replacement 
needs will create far more employment opportunities in the metal crafts than 
will result from expanded business activity. 
About 44 percent of Sacramento area metalworking craftsmen are skilled, all-
round Machinists capable of completing a finished part or tool from a piece 
of metal stock. Working from blueprints or engineering sketches, the 
machinist plans the sequence of machining operations, lays out the work, and 
sets up and operates all metal machining tools. Usually the preferred 
entrance to this skilled trade is through the completion of a formal four-
year apprenticeship; however, some workers begin as machine operators and 
through experience supplemented by related schooling attain journeyman status. 
Increasingly, machinists must be familiar with the set-up and operation of 
numeric and tape controlled machine tools. From 1975 through 1980, the 
employment o~ machinists will remain stable. Most job opportunities--about 
90 over· the five-year period--will develop from the need to replace workers 
who die or retire. Generally, there has been an adequate supply of machinists 
in the local labor market, but occasional need occurs for journeyman-level 
workers capable of performing the highly varied machining operations required 
in job shops. 
Together, the federal public administration and construction industry divisions 
employ nearly three out of four Sacramento area Sheet Metal Workers and 
Tinsmiths. In federal public administration, many of these workers are 
civilian employees of military bases. They cut, bend, trim and fit sheet 
metal coverings to the fuselage and other sections of aircraft and may repair 
metal areas of planes that have been damaged. Construction sheet metal 
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workers fabricate and install furnace and blower housings, ducts and control 
boxes for heating, air conditioning and ventilating systems in residential 
and commercial structures. Railroads and the durable goods sector of 
manufacturing also employ sizeable numbers of sheet metal workers and tinsmiths. 
Between 1975 and 1980, the number of sheet metal workers and tinsmiths is 
expected to decline slightly as payroll reductions in federal public 
administration more than offset small job gains in other industries. However, 
some job opportunities will result from the need to replace workers who leave 
the labor market. 
Mechanics, Repairmen, Installers. The workers who install, service and repair 
household appli~ces, automobiles, construction equipmant, various office 
machines and other mechanical apparatus comprise about 35 percent of employment 
among local craftsmen. From 1975 through 1980, increased activity in the 
business of servicing and repairing automotive and heavy equipment will 
generate a considerable proportion of the anticipated employment gains for 
mechanics, repairmen and installers. In addition to jobs created by economic 
expansion, an estimated 1,264 workers will be needed in these occupat~ons to 
replace people who leave the labor force through retirement or death in the 
years 1975 through 1980. The variety and complexity of machines and equipment 
requiring maintenance in our economy have created a shortage of skilled 
mechanics and repairmen which will grow more acute as business expands. 
Although a few Automobile Mechanics can be found in nearly every industry 
division, automobile dealers, gasoline service stations and garages serving 
the public employ almost three out of four of these workers. From 1975 
through 1980, employment in the automotive repair field, the largest of the 
mechanical repair trades, will increase at a steady pace. The increased price 
and decreased availability of fuel may have a negative impact on job 
opportunities. However, continued population growth and increased personal 
income will stimulate demand for mechanics. In addition, increasingly 
complex automotive systems, emission control devices and power-operated 
accessories will require mechanics with higher skill levels. The existing 
shortage of well-qualified journeyman automobile mechanics and the need to 
replace workers who leave the labor market will produce favorable employment 
prospects for skilled mechanics through 1980. 
HeaVY Equipment Mechanics work in all Sacramento area industry divisions but 
are found most frequently in manufacturing establishments where they maintain 
and repair diverse equipment and machinery. Other concentrations of these 
mechanics work in government agencies, in components of the services industry 
division, in agricultural production, in heavy construction, and in firms 
engaged in the wholesale distribution of machinery. This occupational 
category also includes diesel mechanics who specialize in the theory and 
application of diesel power and the maintenance and repair of diesel engines. 
Employer hiring specifications vary from industry to industry but considerable 
mechanical experience, the ability to read blueprints and perform light 
welding and a knowledge of basic electricity are common requirements. The 
number of formal apprenticeships are limited and some workers enter the trade 
through experience gained as oilers, helpers or apprPntices in related trades 
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such as machinist. This experience may be supplemented by classroom training. 
From 1975 through 1980, the combined effects of business expansion and the need 
to replace workers who retire or die will create about 425 job openings for 
heavy equipment mechanics. The increasing use of automatic equipment will 
continue to provide employment opportunities for these skilled workers. The 
supply of mechanics in the area will be adequate to meet the demand, though 
intermittent shortages may occur. 
Included in the occupational category Radio and Television Repairmen are workers 
who install, test, maintain and repair radar and communications systems. The 
performance of these duties employs a sizeable number of civilian workers at 
Sacramento area military installations. From 1975 through 1980, the employment 
level of these technicians is expected to rise slightly as small declines at 
federal defense installations are outweighed by gains at appliance repair 
shops and television and radio stores. Only about 185 jobs will be created 
between 1975 and 1980 by business expansion and the need to. replace workers 
who retire or die. The small existing demand for skilled radio and 
television repairmen is expected to continue in response to the growing 
consumer use of television, radios, stereos, tape recording devices, and other 
consumer products. Engineering improvements may reduce the amount of service 
each product requires but will not be likely to eliminate the need for repairs. 
Such changes as miniaturization of components and modular construction may 
require servicemen to have greater skill and technical knowledge. To be 
considered fully-qualified by employers, a television and radio serviceman 
generally must have at least two to four years of up-to-date experience 
repairing television sets (both color and black-and-white) and other household 
communications equipment with transistors and micro-miniature circuitry. 
Increasingly, servicemen must have a good knowledge of solid-state circuitry. 
Traditionally, it has been quite difficult for a trainee to enter the television 
repair field because of employer reluctance or inability to train inexperienced 
workers. Shops run by a self-employed serviceman assisted by one or two 
others dominate the trade. These small establishments lack the personnel 
required to provide a trainee with full-time supervision and informal instruction. 
Some of the larger . service installations do hire and train entry-level workers, 
but generally there is a preference for the experienced technician. 
other Craftsmen and Kindred Workers. Baker, cabinetmaker, dental laboratory 
technician, glazier, sign painter, stationary engineer and upholsterer are 
among the occupations in the "other craftsmen and kindred workers" group 
that makes up appr6ximately 11 percent of local craft employment. From 1975 
through 1980, an estimated 1,000 additional workers will be needed in this 
occupational group as a result of the combined effects of industrial expansion 
and the need to replace craftsmen who retire or die. The usual entry route 
to most of these craft occupations is through a formalized apprenticeship 
program. Although there are intermittent shortages of well-qualified 
journeyman workers, there is a more than adequate supply of apprenticeship 
candidates. In a few of these trades, such as dental laboratory technician, 
employers occasionally provide less formalized on-the-job training, but 
these opportunities are quite limited. 
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Qperatives 
The operative occupational group includes semiskilled workers engaged in 
metalworking, the operation of diverse types of production and packaging 
machinery, assembly, inspection, transportation equipment operation and 
material movement. In general, the work involves the repetitive per-
formance of routine tasks which may be mastered in a few days or, at the 
most, in several months. Nevertheless, workers must perform at a fast, 
steady pace and have the ability to learn new operations quickly. Al-
though the operative, or semiskilled worker, group of occupations accounts 
for about 13 percent of total employment statewide, this category of 
workers is relatively smaller in the Sacramento area, comprising about 
8 percent of total jobs locally. The relative difference in the size 
of the operative occupations results, in part, from the concentration of 
these semiskilled workers in the manufacturing industry division, which 
plays a less important role in the Sacramento area economy than it 
does in the State as a whole. From 1975 through 1980, the employment 
of operatives will increase by an estimated 1,000 jobs, with the largest 
gains expected to result from the expansion of local and interurban 
transit systems, increased durable goods manufacturing, and the growth 
of retail trade. 
Employment in Major Operative Occupations 
Operatives 
Operatives, except Transport 
Equipment Operatives 
Semiskilled Metal Workers 
Drill Press, Grinding, Lathe and 
Milling Machine Operatives 
Welders and Flame Cutters 
Semiskilled Packing & Inspecting Workers 








Equipment Operatives 13,134 
Bottling and Canning Operatives 695 
Garage Workers and Gasoline Station Attendants 2,492 
Miscellaneous Machine Operatives 1,943 
Transport Equipment .Operatives 11,115 
Bus Drivers 912 
Delivery and Routemen 2,927 
Forklift Operatives 1,266 

















Note: Only those occupations discussed in the narrative are included 
in the above table. For a complete listing of occupations, 
please see Table No. 3. 
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Although high school graduation is not a universal ~equirement for 
operative jobs,the ability to read and write English and to follow 
instructions is a basic qualification fer entry-level positions. 
Although there have been occasional instances of shortages developing 
of workers with specialized experience, the relatively short training 
periods necessary in most of the operative occupations assure a more 
than adequate supply of jobseekers. 
Semiskilled Metalworkers. Approximately 1,850 seiJ'Iiskilled workers ar'e 
employed in various types of metalworking activity in the Sacramento 
area. From 1975 through 1980 employment in these occupations will 
increase slowly. Most job opportunities will result from replacement 
needs. By and large, there has been a more than adequate supply of 
semiskilled metalworkers in the local labor force, but occasional short-
ages occur of workers with specialized experience. 
From 1975 through 1980, the number of Drill Press, Grinding, Lathe and 
Milling Machine Operatives working in the Sacramento area will remain 
fairly stable. The more skilled of these machine tool operators, 
sometimes known as Specialists, setup and operate one or more types of 
machines to drill, grind, mill, shape, tap or turn metal workpieces to 
prescribed specifications. Through experience supplemented by related 
schooling, these workers may attain journeyman machinist status. Other 
semiskilled operators tend one or more of a variety of machine tools 
such as drill presses, milling machines, or grinders to perform routine 
oper~tions; these workers do not do machine set-up. Although hiring 
requirements vary with demand, local employers prefer that specialists 
have from two to three years of experience and that other operators have 
at least one year of experience. Employers hiring entry-level workers 
prefer applicants who have completed high school courses in algebra, 
plane geometry, shop mathematics, machine shop and mechanical drawing. 
Although there are occasional shortages of specialists with the 
requisite skills, the supply of other semiskilled machine operatives 
has been adequate to meet local demand. 
Welders and Flame Cutters constitute the largest of the semiskilled 
metalworking occupations, accounting for over 70 percent of total local 
employment of semiskilled metalworkers. Large concentrations of welders 
can be found in most manufacturing industries, particularly in trans-
portation equipment, machinery and fabricated metal products, as well 
as in construction, transportation and utilities and repair services. 
Welders who work on objects in which the failure of a weld may be 
critical must be "certified." To be certified, they must pass 
qualification tests established by employers, trade associations and 
various government agencies. Their day-to-day production is rigidly 
inspected. In the local economy as a whole, demand arising from growth 
plus vacancies created by workers leaving the labor force through . 
retirement or death will average about 45 job opportunities per year in 
the 1975 through 1980 period. For the most part, flame cutters and 
welders lacking the specific skills required by employers have been in 
oversupply in the local labor market; however, intermittent shortages 
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of well-qualified journeyman welders with specialized experience do 
occur. 
Semiskilled Packing and Inspecting Workers. Employers in the Sacramento 
area will require an estimated 650 additional i!em:l.skilled packing and 
inspecting workers to fill vacancies created by industrial expansion and 
the need to replace people who retire or die in the years from 1975 
through 1980. Almost three-fourths of the vacancies will arise from 
replacement needs. Food processing, which is closely tied to 
agricultural production, employs about 33 percent of semiskilled workers 
in packing and inspecting occupations; consequently the employment out-
look for these workers is subject to substantial seasonal variation. 
In addition, technological innovations in this industry will tend to 
limit the demand for packing and inspecting workers. The other large 
employment concentration of packing and inspecting personnel is found in 
wholesale and retail food outlets,which employ an estimated 28 percent 
of these workers. In general, the relatively short training periods 
required to prepare most semiskilled personnel assures a more than 
adequate supply of workers. 
other Operatives, Except Transport Equipment Operatives. Among the 
diverse occupations included in the "other operatives" group are 
assembler, bottling and canning operative, dressmaker, gasoline station 
attendant, dry cleaning operative, photographic process worker,butcher 
and miscellaneous machine operative. Estimated demand, created by 
industrial expansion, deaths and retirements, indicates a need for more 
tha.B 2,380 additional workers in local--"other operative" occu~ations ft-om 
1975 through 1980. Three local industry divisions-manufacturing, 
retail trade and services - employ six out of seven workers in the other 
operative group. Total employment for this occupational group, as a 
whole, will increase at. slow rate in the next five years. Job gains 
tor these workers primarily reflect e_xpansion in components of the r.etail 
trade and manufacturing industry divisions. Techno~ogical change will 
be an important factor contributing to the lack of growth expected for 
the "other operative" occupations in firms providing some types of 
personal services such as dry cleaning. Overall, in the next few years, 
the need to replace people who leave the labor force will be the chief 
source of employment opportunities for applicants in the "other 
operative" occupations. No shortage in the supply of these semiskilled 
workers is anticipated in the local area in the foreseeable fUture, 
because there has been a continuous surplus of jobseekers in these 
occupations. 
Bottle-capping-machine operator, can coverer, can sealer and jar filler 
are some of tlie job titles included in the Bottling and Canning 
Operatives occupational category. From 1975 through 1980, employment 
of this group of workers will increase slightly, primarily as a result 
of anticipated expansion of tomato production. Because of the seasonal 
nature of food processing activities, demand for these operatives 
varies considerably throughout the year. Employers usually begin 
calling operatives to work in April, with the peak of employment 
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occurring in the August through October period. Most of the work force 
returns year after year, and there is a surplus of inexperienced workers 
applying for jobs even at the peak of the season. 
Garage Workers and Gasoline Station Attendants perform the routine 
service and minor repairs of automotive vehicles; mechanics are not 
included in this occupational grouping. Total employment of these 
workers in the Sacramento area is expected to increase slightly from 
1975 through 1980. Most job opportUnities will result from the need to 
replace workers who leave the labor market through retirement or death. 
The lessened availability of fuel, automobile design changes which 
reduce the need for service, and self-service gasoline stations will all 
seYerely limit the demand for garage workers and gasoline attendants. 
However, due to undesirable hours and the low salaries often paid, turn-
over among these workers tends to be high, and frequent job vacancies 
result from this source. Generally speaking, there has been a surplus 
of workers available for garage and service station employment; however, 
many persons fail to meet employer hiring standards. 
Meat Cutters and Butchers prepare meat, fish, and poultry for sale in 
supermarkets and retail outlets. Workers acquire their skills either 
thro~h apprenticeship programs or informally. Little or no increase 
in the employment of meat cutters is expected between 1975 and 1980. 
Nearly all job opportunities will result from the need to replace 
workers who retire or die. Central cutting, the practice of having one 
location at which meat for several stores is cut and wrapped, is expect-
ed to limit employment growth. The number of people seeking work as 
meat cutters and butchers far exceeds the number of job openings. 
Also within the "other operatives" occupational grouping is the classi-
fication Miscellaneous Machine Operati ves; workers included in this 
classification are involved in the routine operation of machines that 
fabricate or process materials or products. The largest concentration 
of these workers (69 percent) is in manufacturing. The number of jobs 
for workers in there occupations will rise slightly between 1975 and 
1980 in response to increases in demand for lumber and wood and 
fabricated metals products as well as to growth in automobile repair 
services. In addition to the job gains created by expansion, about 
225 workers will be needed to replace miscellaneous machine operatives 
who leave the labor market through retirement or death. The relatively 
short training periods necessary to prepare most of these operatives 
assure an adequate labor supply; however, occasional shortages occur 
of workers with experience operating specialized machines or equipment. 
Transport Equipment Operatives. In the years from 1975 through 1980, 
the combined effects of industrial expansion and the need to replace 
workers who leave the labor market through death or retirement are ex-
pected to generate more than 2,000 employment opportunities for local 
transport equipment operatives. These workers account for approximately 
39 percent of employment in the operative group, but job gains for 
transport equipment operatives will amount to more than 54 percent of 
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the anticipated additional jobs for the operative occupations as a 
whole. Large concentrations of transport equipment operatives can be 
found in the manufacturing, trade, and transportation industries. 
The expected expansion of local bus service, increased demand for 
manufactured goods, and growth in wholesale and retail trade will create 
nearly four out of five projected job gains for vehicle operators and 
related workers. It should be noted that the transportation sector, 
especially trucking and warehousing, responds to activity in other 
segments of the economy such as construction and food processing; 
consequently the demand for these operatives may be subject to some 
seasonal variation. In addition, the lessened availability of fUel m&¥ 
limit the employment level of transport equipment operatiYes. In 
general, the local labor force has provided an adequate supply of trans-
port equipment operatives, and the indications are for a continuation of 
the existing supply and demand situation. 
The extensive public transit system and major private bus companies pro-
vide employment for an estimated 900 Bus Drivers in the Sacramento area. 
From 1975 through 1980, economic expansion and the need to replace work-
ers who leave the labor force through retirement or death will create a . 
projected annual average of 120 jobs for bus drivers. There are usually 
large numbers of both experienced and inexperienced applicants seeking 
this kind of work. 
The Delivery and Routemen category includes coin-box collectors, delivery 
drivers, driver-salesmen, vending-route servicemen, parking-meter col-
lectors and others with fairly diverse job duties, who have in cormnon 
the fact that they spend much of their working day operating light trucks, 
automobiles or motorcycles. From 1975 through 1980 demand for this 
group of workers in the Sacramento area will increase at a steady pace 
with the anticipated expansion of activity in wholesale and retail trade 
establishments. During the five years through 1980, local employers will 
require an estimated 535 of these workers to fill vacancies resulting 
from expanded business activity and the need to replace workers who 
retire or die. For the most part, employers have an adequate pool of 
jobseekers from which to hire, but shortages occasionally develop of 
workers with a specific type of sales experience. 
Due to the relatively minimal education and skill generally required of 
Fork Lift Operatives, there bas been a persistent oversupply of these 
workers in the local labor market for some years. Estimates of demand 
for fork lift operatives in the 1975 through 1980 period do not indicate 
any significant change in the existing supply and demand pattern. 
Between 1975 and 1980, the employment level of fork lift operatives is 
expected to rise slowly, mostly in response to small increases in 
manul"acturing. The continuing automation of material handling and 
storage processes will tend to limit employment growth in this 
occupation despite increases in the volume of goods to be handled. In 
the construction, food processing and, to some extent, trade in-
dustries, demand for these workers fluctuates throughout the year. 
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The employment of Truck Drivers, which accounts for about 45 percent 
of transport equipment operative jobs, will register a slight 
increase £rom 1975 through 1980. Each year, on the average, industrial 
expansion and the need to replace workers who retire or die will 
provide 100 job opportunities for local truck drivers. The intensity 
of demand for the services of truckers is closely tied to the general 
level of economic activity in the county; thus any limitation of fuel 
availability will have a negative impact on employment opportunities 
for truck drivers. Generally, the supply of qualified drivers has 
exceeded employer needs; however, shortages occasionally develop of 
workers who have experience driving a specific type of equipment such 
as a tank truck. 
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Service Workers 
Workers in the service occupations police streets, prepare and serve food, 
clean homes and commercial buildings, provide nursing and related care and in 
numerous other ways render services to Sacramento area residents. Elements 
of two local industry divisions, services and retail trade, contribute almost 
five out of six jobs for workers in the service occupations. Within the 
services industry, medical and other health facilities, educational 
institutions and private households employ the majority of service workers in 
that division, while restaurants, coffee shops and other eating and drinking 
places account for the bulk of service worker employment in the retail trade 
division. The other concentration of service workers is found in the public 
administration division, especially at the local government level. 
Over 53,100 People Will Work In Service Occupations 
OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS 












Thousands Of Workers - 1980 
From 19'?'5 through 1980, the number of workers in service occupations will grow 
at a slightly faster pace than employment as a whole in the Sacramento area, 
Expected increases in patronage of local eating and drinking places, a 
continuing growth of consumer demand for medical and health services and 
concern for security and protection are among the principal factors expected 
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to boost employment of service workers. Tax limitations at the local 
government level and a slowdown in growth at educational institutions will 
limit service worker employment gains. An estimated 5,200 workers will be 
needed from 1975 through 1980 to fill jobs created by anticipated expansion 
of business activity. In addition, almost ll,200 job vacancies are expected 
to result as service workers leave the labor market through retirement or 
death. 
The available supply of workers varies somewhat from occupation to occupation 
within the services group. Employers occasionally encounter difficulty 
recruiting a first-class chef or well-qualified dinner cook but usually can 
find a janitor or an orderly when the need arises. A persistent surplus 
exists of inexperienced and marginally-qualified jobseekers. 
Cleaning Service Workers. These workers perform the upkeep and routine 
maintenance of hospitals, schools, hotels, stores, office buildings, factories, 
apartment houses and other buildings. About one out of five local service 
workers is employed in the performance of these cleaning duties. Over . 
70 percent of employment growth in this category will be generated by expanded 
activity by building maintenance firms, hote1s, medical and health facilities 
and educational institutions. During the period from 1975 through 1980, the 
number of jobs for cleaning service workers is expected to rise at about the 
same pace as employment for the service worker group as a whole. Vacancies 
developing from the need to replace workers who leave the labor force through 
retirement or death from 1975 to 1980 will contribute an average of about 
400 job opportunities per year to total demand for persons in the cleaning 
service occupations in the Sacramento area. 
Approximately three out of four Chambermaids employed in the Sacramento area 
work in hotels and motels. Other small concentrations of these workers can be 
found in hospitals, convalescent institutions, and in retail trade 
establishments. The projections for the occupation over the next five years 
indicate a need for slightly less than 450 chambermaids to fill vacancies 
resulting from busine'ss expansion and the necessity of replacing workers who 
leave the labor market through retirement or death. In addition to opportunities 
arising from expansion and replacement, frequent job openings result from the 
high turnover associated with the occupation. The relatively low salaries 
and often heavy work of chambermaids have created intermittent shortages of 
these workers in some parts of the Sacramento area. Because of the close 
reliance on tourism and convention business, employment of chambermaids tends 
to vary somewhat on a seasonal basis, and workers may experience periods of 
unemployment. 
The job title of Janitor includes three different occupations: building porter, 
industrial porter, and janitor. The main differences are the degree of skill 
required to perform the tasks and where the job duties are performed. Building 
porters clean commercial buildings during other than regular working hours. 
Industrial porters work in the production areas of a plant during regular 
working hours. Their work is usually the heaviest and dirtiest work of the 
three groups. Janitors keep hotels, office buildings and apartment houses 
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clean and do minor repair work. In the Sacramento area, janitorial work 
employs more persons than any other occupation in the services occupational 
group. From 1975 through 1980, total employment of janitors will increase 
at a slightly faster pace than employment of service workers generally. Most 
new janitorial jobs are expected to occur in firms providing building 
maintenance services, in educational institutions and in medical and health 
facilities. In addition, an annual average of about 270 job opportunities 
will arise from the need to replace workers who retire or die in the years 
from 1975 through 1980. Although a large surplus of marginally-qualified 
workers continued in the janitorial field, there is intermittent need of 
experienced, bondable workers with good local references. 
Food Service Workers. About one of every three jobs for service workers in 
the local area involves the preparation and service of food. From 1975 
through 1980, there will be about 1,800 new job opportunities for food service 
workers. In addition, about 3,300 persons will be needed during that period 
to replace workers who retire or die. Nearly three out of every· four food 
service worker· jobs occur at restaurants, coffee shops and tast-food .outlets. 
However, many jobs are also at hotels and lodging places, school cafeterias. 
and at medical and other health facilities. The high turnover of workers, 
especially in the small fast-service eating places, also provides frequent 
employment opportunities. Tourist traffic, banquets, conventions and fairs 
influence the level of activity in local eating and drinking places, and 
consequently the employment of food service workers fluctuates throughout the 
year. Also, general economic fluctuations and changes in the level of food 
prices affect the job market for workers in the food service occupations. 
For the most part, the supply of restaurant workers in the area is expected 
to be more than adequate to meet future demand. In some occupations, such as 
dishwasher and kitchen helper, workers are iri surplus throughout the Sacramento 
area. 
It is anticipated that local restaurants and other eating places will need an 
average of about 275 Cooks each year from 1975 through 1980, both as a result 
of increased business and the need .to replace workers who retire or die. The 
supply of dinner cooks and short-order cooks with stable work histories is 
likely to :fall short of demand. Opportunities to obtain thorough training 
in this field have been limited; moreover, many young people overlook this 
occupation in favor of those with more so-called prestige. On the other hand, 
cooks with lesser skills continue to be in surplus. The trend toward use 
of microwave ovens, a widespread reliance on prepackaged foods, and rising 
food prices will temper employment growth in the cooking trade. 
The work of the Waiter and Waitress requires constant standing, walking and 
bending. In most restaurants, workers carry food from the kitchen to the 
tables, but in some places, a cart is used. In any case, the waiter or 
waitress needs strong, steady hands and arms and must have normal hearing 
acuity. The occupation r'equires a willingness to work quickly, to work split 
shifts, and to work late hours and holidays. Turnover tends to be high, with 
job openings occurring most frequently in small fast-service coffee shops 
and less often in dining rooms. A demand for well-qualified workers exists 
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side by side with a continuing surplus of experienced waiters and waitresses 
who have limited skills or have availability restrictions. From 1975 
through 1980, business expansion in conjunction with the need to replace 
workers who will retire or die will generate an estimated 2,200 job 
opportunities for waiters and waitresses in the Sacramento area. 
Health Service Workers. From 1975 through 1980, the number of jobs in the 
local health service occupations will increase at a faster rate than 
employment in any other services occupational group. The growing demand for 
medical and health services will be stimulated by increased population, 
greater personal income, medical insurance, government programs and health 
education. In addition to employment growth created by expanded activity, 
many job opportunities will result from the need to replace workers who leave 
the local labor force from 1975 through 1980. Much of the future demand will 
be for licensed vocational nurses, orderlies and nurses aides to work in 
convalescent hospitals, where turnover tends to be high. While demand exist 
for well-qualified personnel in. the health service occupations, a surplus 
persists of jobseekers who limit their availability or fail to meet employer 
hiring standards. This supply and demand pattern will not be significantly 
altered in the years through 1980. 
An estimated 300 additional Dental Assistants will be needed because of growth 
in local dentists' offices and dental clinics from 1975 through 1980. Demand 
for these workers will also depend on the extent of dental insurance. During 
the last half of the decade, an even larger number of these assistants will be 
needed to replace those who are expected to leave the labor market. In the 
past, dental assistants have most usually learned the work through on-the-job 
training. Increasingly, those who complete the one-or two-year formal 
training course prescribed by the Council on Dental Education for certification 
have an advantage in finding work and are often able to command a better 
salary than those with less training. There is a surplus in the Sacramento 
area of lesser-qualified, noncertified dental assistants. 
From 1975 through 1980, an average of about 370 Nurse Aids and Orderlies will 
be needed in the local area each year to fill job openings expected to arise 
from the combined effects of expansion and the need to replace workers who 
leave the labor market because of retirement or death. Job opportunities 
appear likely to be most numerous in rest homes and convalescent hospitals, 
where the job involves limited medical work and the emphasis is on domestic 
duties. There is a shortage of workers for these jobs, which are frequently 
split or night shifts and offer relatively low salaries. In hospitals,aides 
and orderlies are primarily concerned with the patient and work with the 
acutely ill, obstetrical, or surgical patients. There is a surplus of applicants 
seeking employment as nurses' aides or orderlies in hospital settings, but 
many do not meet employer hiring standards. 
In California, Practical Nurses are called licensed vocational nurses, are 
licensed by the State, and work under the supervision of physicians and 
registered nurses. They provide nursing care requiring technical knowledge 
but not the extensive professional training of a registered nurse. However, 
there is a decided trend t ·oward using practical nurses to perfrom duties 
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previously performed by registered nurses. Programs to upgrade practical 
nurses to registered nurses through additional education have been suggested 
and may be implemented. An annual average of 130 new licensed vocational 
nurses will be needed in the local area from 1975 through 1980 as a result 
of expansion and the need to replace workers who retire or die. Almost 40 
percent of the job gains expected tram expanded activity will occur in rest 
homes and convalescent hospitals, which employ about one in four of these 
nurses. The lower salaries and more difficult working conditions customary 
in these institutions tend to create more turnover than occurs in the general 
hospitals; consequently the demand for licensed vocational nurses is usually 
somewhat greater in the convalescent hospitals. Qualified jobseekers willing 
to accept employment in these institutions and who do not limit their 
availability with regard to hours should find a favorable job market in the 
years through 1980. 
Personal Service Workers. Some of the occupations included in the personal 
service worker category are cosmetologist, baggage porter and bellhop, 
barber, child care worker, usher and school monitor. From 1975 through 1980, 
the need to replace workers who leave the labor force because of retirement 
or death will contribute a far larger proportion of employment opportunities 
for personal service workers than will result tram expanded business activity. 
:Employment of workers in this occupational group will advance at a slightly 
faster rate of growth than service workers as a whole. 
Over three out of every five new jobs in the personal service category will be 
for Cosmetologists. Cosmetologists are also called beauty operators, 
hairdressers or beauticians. From 1975 through 1980, the number of 
cosmetologists employed in the local area will grow at a moderate pace. 
Increased population, greater numbers of women working outside the home, and 
rising income levels will spux demand for cosmetology services. However, 
offsetting much of this demand will be the increased prevalence of home hair 
care, which tends to reduce pati:onage at beauty shops. Inasmuch as 
compensation generally is on a commission basis and depends upon a 
cosmetologist's ability to develop . a clientele, turnover tends to be high 
and creates frequent job openings. However, the newly-licensed worker may 
have difficulty in finding a first job because employers often prefer 
experienced cosmetologists who have a following of regular customers. In 
addition, changes in hair styling techniques require continuing education 
and training. 
Locally, Barberine; is a relatively small occupation, employing only an estimated 
650 workers in 1975. While the number of barbers working declined rapidly in 
the early 1970's • a noticeable recent trend toward shorter hair plus the 
tendency for more men to have their hair styled has halted this downward trend. 
From 1975 through 1980, most job opportunities for barbers will result from 
the need to replace those who leave the labor force. Success in the occupation 
depends not only on skill level, but also on the ability to build a steady 
clientele. Low wages and less than full-time work leads to considerable 
turnover in entry-level barbering Jobs. 
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Protective Service Workers. From 1975 through 1980, total employment of 
protective service workers in the SacrBmento area will grow at a somewhat 
slower pace than the service occupations as a whole, due mostly to the slow 
rate of growth of the public administration sector. Five out of every six 
jobs tor protective service workers are in public administration. Senate 
Bill 90, which tied the Bmount of city and county property tax increases to 
the rate of population growth, will act as a severe limitation on public 
administration employment growth. However, the trend toward revenue sharing, 
especially in the manpower field, should help modify effects of the limitation. 
Population and economic growth will create a need for additional police, fire 
and other protective service workers to protect life and property, regulate 
traffic, and provide related public services. The combined effects of 
economic expansion and the need to replace fire and police personnel who leave 
the labor force because of retirement or death are expected to create an 
average of about 120 employment opportunities annually from 1975 through 1980. 
However, the intensity of demand for protective service workers will depend 
on the willingness and capability of various governmental levels to increase 
police and fire department manpower. In addition, about 370 guards and 
watchmen will be needed from 1975 through 1980 both as a result of increased 
business activity and the need to replace workers who retire or die. Many 
employment opportunities for guards and watchmen will result from turnover, 
which tends to be greater than for most other protective service occupations. 
This is due, in part, to the relatively low wages frequently offered guards, 
but also because many workers consider these jobs a stopgap before moving on 
to other employment. In general, there is a more than adequate supply of 
Jobseekers in the protective service occupations; however, many applicants 
fail to meet the stringent physical, educational, security clearance and 
bonding requirements of employers. 
P:i-ivate Household Workers. Despite a continuing demand for cooks, maids and 
related private household workers in many local residential communities, 
employment in every one of these occupations will register a decline from 
1975 through 1980. The traditionally low wages, long hours and absence of 
fringe bene~its have attached a social stigma to this work and created a 
a reluctance on the part of many jobseekers to enter these occupations. 
Additionally, limited public transportation into some suburban districts 
creates a considerable employment obstacle for many who might otherwise 
accept this kind of employment. Nevertheless an annual average of about 180 
people will be needed from 1975 through 1980 to replace workers who leave 
the labor force because of retirement or death. For the interested applicant 
who meets the relatively high hiring standards common in these occupations, 
the prospects for employment are favorable. 
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Laborers1 Nonfarm 
Among the occupations included in the nonfarm laborers occupational group are 
animal caretaker, construction laborer, garbage collector, gardener, 
warehouseman and stock handler ( an occupation distinct from the stock clerks 
previously discussed with clerical workers). In the ·Sacramento area, laborers 
work in all industry divisions, with the largest employment concentrations 
found in trade, construction and services. The shelving, pricing and movement 
of produce and other merchandise by stock handlers in retail food and dairy 
stores account for more than one-half of laborer jobs in the trade division. 
About one out or every two laborers in the construction industry work for 
general eontractors engaged in highway, street and other heavy construction 
projects. These workers dig ditches, sort and stack lumber, erect shoring 
and braces, load, unload and move materials onto and from trucks, remove and 
clean forms and perform similar tasks in a helper capacity. Within the 
services industry division, almost two out of three laborers perform 
gardening and groundskeeping activities at hotels, hospitals, educational 
institutions and private residences. 
From 1975 through 1980, economic growth in conjunction with job openings 
resulting from retirements and deaths will provide almost 2,000 employment 
opportunities for local nonfarm laborers. In the years to 1980, replacement 
needs and turnover will be the chief determinants of demand for workers in the 
laborer occupational category, as employment estilna.tes indicate an annual 
growth rate of about one percent. However, trends within the industries 
employing laborers will affect the various laboring occupations in conflicting 
ways. For example, the decline of highway construction will translate into 
job losses for construction laborers, while expected increases in demand for 
landscaping and other horticultural services will generate new jobs for 
gardeners and groundskeepers. However, since much previous landscaping 
activity has been along new freeway routes, the slowing of highway construction 
will temper anticipated increases in the employment level for workers in 
gardening and related laboring occupations. 
Employment of garbage collectors is expected to increase at a relatively 
rapid pace, but because the occupation is small in terms of the numbers 
employed, the job gains will be small. 
There has been a persistent over-supply of laborers in the local labor market 
for same years, and this supply and demand relationship evidently will 
continue. Integrated systems of handling and processing industrial materials, 
automatic conveyors, and similar technological innovations will restrict 
future employment expansion in the laborer occupational group. 
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Farmers and Farm Workers 
In contrast to the State and National downtrend of agricultural employment, 
the local economy will add an estimated 300 jobs in the agricultural industry 
between 1975 and 1980. However, rapid mechanization and the greater 
complexity of modern agriculture have shifted the occupational mix of the 
agricultural industry from the dominance of an unskilled labor force to a 
pattern represented by more skilled workers. Farmers and farm workers will 
decline by about 2.5 percent in the late 1970's while workers performing 
record keeping and other clerical duties in the agricultural industry and 
persons involved in the operation, maintenance and repair of farm equipment 
will increase at a relatively rapid pace. Consequently, shortages of 
skilled workers may occur. The efficient use of highly-skilled manpower 
requires near year-round employment in what is essentially a seasonal industry. 
and creates one of the major management problems confronting the modern 
farmer. For the fUture, job opportunities in farm occupations (managers, 
foremen, laborers and self-employed farm workers) seem likely to result more 
from the need to replace people who retire or die than from expanded activity. 
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FOREIGN L•~~JAGE TEA:HERS 
HE~lTH SPf(IALTI~S TEICHE'S 
HISTO~Y TfACHERS 
HO~F er.1~r~ICS TfiCHfiiS 





SECO~DIRY SCHOOl TEACH~~S 
SOCIOlOGY TEACHERS 
SOCIAL SCIENCE TEICH~R~ NFC 
MISC COLL~Gf AND ~~~V~RSITY 
COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY ~EC 
THEOL'l'Y Tf~CHERS 
TRADE, I.,OUSTRI~L TfAr.H~RS 
TEACHERS IliFf", E~C COLl, ,INIVER 
iiRITERS, ARTISTS, E~TERTAl'lfPS 
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EDTTOPS AND REP'lRTERS 
MUSICIANS AN~ CD~~OSERS 
PAINT~RS ANO SCULPTORS 
PHOT()';RAPHERS 
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WRITEDS, AATIST'i, fNTERTAIN NEC 
OTHEit PROFFS'iiO~•L, TECHNICAL 
ACCDJ'HAIIITS 
litCHI TECTS 
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CLERGY'4E~ 
ltELIGI Cl.IS, EXC CLER~Y'4EN 
FA~ II '4A'4AGf~ENT &\)VISORS 
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HOME iliA NAG< 'leNT A'lVI S'IRS 
JUDGES 
lAWYfRS 
Ll IIRARI INS 
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l'fiiSO .. NE\. LAAO'I IU'LITIOHS 
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67'o 6~'1 o;n~4 53"33 6 5 Z7H 2895 'l88 98'l OPERATIVES, ~XC TP6NSPQAT 
337. 345 115 128 11 1 2:n 201 173 180 SEMISKILLED ~ETALW~RKIN~ 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DRill PRESS OPFRATIVES 
0 :l n 11 I) 0 0 0 I) 0 FURNACE~EN, S~ElTERMfN, POURF.RS 
6 5 7 10 0 0 24 26 0 0 GRINDING IIACfliNE QPfRATIVF.S 
19 15 1 7 0 a 0 l 11 10 LATHE, ~llliNG 14A:H OP~RATIVES 
6 5 7 , 0 a 0 0 90 106 METAl PLIITE R~ 
to q :> \] 0 0 0 0 a 0 OTHER PREriS ION "'ACH OPR 
7 'i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) PUNCH STAMPING PRESS ~PR 
4 4 (I 0 I) 0 0 !) 0 0 SOLDERERS 
27'l 303 'l4 105 0 D 117 175 72 64 WELDEIIS AND FlA~E CUTTER~ 
37 ~q 637 7~1) 0 0 15 16 277 244 SE~I~KillfD PACKIN:;, J-N SP~CTNG 
ro I) () 0 a 0 0 0 :J 0 CHECK E'RS, FXA!IIIjERS, r;TC, MFG 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GRADERS AND SORTERS, '4FG 
0 0 257 282 0 0 0 0 0 n MEAT WRAPP~qs, RFTAil TRADE 
33 37 184 195 0 a 15 16 277 244 PACKER, WRAPPER, EX MF~T, PR'lDU: 
4 3 1'16 224 0 a 0 a 0 0 PROD GROR, PAr.I<ER, EXC FACT, Ft.~ 
306 304 43'12 4504 Ia 5 2547 2678 5~8 565 OTHER OPERATIVFS, EXC TRA'ISPORT 
0 0 n 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 ASBESTOS, INSULATION WORKERS 
ll) 11 7.1! 30 0 ' 0 a 0 0 ASSE'MI!LERS 6 7 18 23 0 0 a 0 'l 0 I!OTTLING, CANNING OPERATIVES 
7 T 2 1 0 0 24 25 7 8 CHAI NMEr.t, ROOMENo AX"EN SUAVFY~G 
11 ., 4 4 0 a ~60 424 0 0 CLOTHI'4G I RCINFRS AIIID PRESSERS 
" 0 44 51 0 a 7 9 0 0 CUTTING OPfqATIVES, NEC 6 7 150 154 0 :J "323 350 8 6 DRESSMAKER, SEA'4STRESS, EXC FACT 
(I n " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DRILL ER.S, ~AP TH 0 0 4 3 0 :l 0 0 0 0 DRY WALL INSTALLERS, lATHERS 
0 I) 40 41 0 0 16 17 0 0 FILE~, POLISHE~, SAN!lE R, BUFF EP 
14 13 231'1 2415 () 0 78 92 45 47 GARAGE WORKFRS, GAS STAT ATTEN 
0 0 l'l 22 0 0 609 610 5 4 LAUNDRY, DRY CLEAN OP, NFC 
() 0 911 '~29 0 , 0 0 22 28 MEAT CUTTFP.S, ~UTCHFRSo EXC [MC'": 
0 0 J 0 0 ) 0 0 0 0 NUT CUTTERS, BUTCHERS 
0 0 8 8 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 lnllE'IIE'RS 
0 0 (' 0 n :J 0 0 0 0 MINE OPEIIATJ VESo IIEC 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 MIXING OPERArtvFS 
'I 9 0 0 0 :l 0 ') 0 0 OILERS, GIIEASERS, EXC AUT:l 
I) 0 96 108 0 0 94 112 0 0 PAINTERS, 14FG ART! CLES 
11 12 I) 0 0 0 139 159 36 44 PHOTOGR,PtliC PROCESS WORKERS 
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TI'ILF 3 - "UAIL'=O nr~'I"HII'"'AL fi'"L':'Y~f'IT, riiDQENT • ..., A'lfl:TPATI'O BY lllnUST~'t DTVI'll'l'l FOR THf. SACIIA'IE'ITD SOOSA 
LIIIE 
IIIJMBER OCCUPATIOIAL CATEGORY 
377 IIIVETEP~ A'IIO FASTF'"'~II~ 
378 SAILOP~ A"'D nECK11Ulll<; 
379 SAWY"PS 
380 HNFA~ A'll'l ST!Tr.HFPS 
382 <;TATII"N~~y Fl~EMEN 
383 NI"''IINt: I'IPEAATTYf~t N<(' 
384 ~~ sc MA('H npr;ontv•s 
385 I)PF~ATIVF'lt NEC 
386 TPAN'>P('IPT FQUIPMENT npc:p~TJVES 
38T ADATMF'II A"'O CANAL 'If"' 
388 1\U~ OP IVFRS 
390 OFLI VEMY AND IIOUTF~~N 
391 FORK LIFT, TOW MnTO~ FlPP 
393 PARK! Nr. ATTFNilANT S 
3~ AAILAOAI) ~~~~KEM~N 
395 AAJLII.rU'I SWITCHMFN 
396 T~XIC-P ODJ VF,R'lt CI1AIJFF'E'IPS 
397 TAUCW' I'P IVfP 'l 













CLFANING <;<AVJ('f WPKPS 
CHA'1REP"'AIF1 1 'IAJ[I, FXC DillY 
CLFA"'r~~ AND CHI\~WO~FN 
JA"' lT"• S A"'O ~~Xl''INS 
Fnnn SFPVI(F' Wllt(ll< 
'lAP T !:NnFD < 
pus11nvs 
[OOKS, <xr O~JVAT~ 
Ill SHWA~Hr;PS 
r:noo ('I)J'IT<P, Flli)NTAI'I W'IAKERS 
HA JTFP'l 
Fnrn ~OP<<IIS. NEC, "xr. PRIVATE 
HEALTH SFAVJC< WAKRS 
DfNTAL A<;SI STANH 
-.FAl Tl' AIDFSt EXCEPT 'II.IRSING 
HEAL Tl' TRAINEES 
NIIR'l!"S A I'IES, OROFIILIH 
DPACTICAL NIIIISFS 
pc:~<;O"'Al SFRVICE W~KR< 
AlAI INE ST<WARDESS<. 
ATT~'"• Ar;CAFATJ~. A'IIISFIO!:NT 
ATTE"' 1 PERSONAL S~OVJCF, MFC 
111\Gr.Ar.< PORTEPS ANC' ltfll.'llli>S 
~AIIIII'P~ 
III'IAA~TNt;, Lnnr.tNr. _.,,JSH•r::PFIIS 
IIOOTIIl A riC S 
CHJLr CAAIO' WORKEPS, FXC PIIIVATF 
ElEVATn~ ODFIIAT1RS 
HAJPI\AFSSCP~, CO<"ETOL');ISTS 
HOIJSI'H!'Pr;'RS 1 EXC PP TVATC 
SC't<Clnl "r.NITOAS 
USHERS, QfCP!:ATI'l"', •'\JS<IIFNT 
WELFARF 'l"RVTCE 6TD=S 
PROTECTIVE SEIIYICE WQK~S 
rROSSING GUARD, IIRJilr.FTFNilERS 
Fl RE'IfN, FJRE PROTF.t:TT'll'l 
r.UAROS ANO WATCHMF.N 
MARSHALS ANO CONSTA~LFS 
Pf'ILICFIIIF.N AIID OETFCTTYES 
SHFAIFFS AND IIAILIFFS 
PRT VATF HOIJSFHOLO WRKAS 
CHILO CAlif WORKFRS 
CntiKS t PR !VAT F. 
tr.IU~FKEfPERSt PIUY~TE 
LAlJ"'IlP~SSESt PRIYATF 
MAtOS, ~ERYANTS, PRIVATE 
LAIIOREIISt EXCEPT FARM 
ANIMAL CARETAKERS, FXC FARM 
CARPENTEIISt HELPERS 
CDNSTP l ABRt EXC CAIIPENTF.R HELP 
FISHERIIFN AND OYSTERIIEN 
FPETr.HT, MATERIAL HANDLERS 
GARAAGC COLLI'CTOIIS 
GAROfPIIISt GROUNDKFEPR, EXC fADII 
LC'Nr.SHOREMI'N ANC STEYFOOIIES 
LliMBEPMEIIt II AFTSMEN. NllOt'ICHIJPPDS 
ST!'IeK HANt'ILERS 
TEAMSTFIIS 
YfHICLI' ~ilSHR, F.OIITP Cl.F.ANERS 
WARF.HiliSFMENt NEC 
DTHEP LABORERS 
FARIIEPS A NO FARM WODIC ~ItS 
FARMEtiS AI\IO FARM MANAGERS 
FARMEIISt OWNERS A"'O TENA"'TS 
FAJII M I'A NAGF AS 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"'D A"• sPn~ T ': r '''N, FI'IANCF, 
r, .. _.UNf rAT T1•11§, I'ISIJP A 'I~~. PUql 1: 
.II'Hl tiT II tTTe~ T:l:\n~ 1.1110 PF\1 c STATE SfDVICfS 40'41~1 STD Ul'l'll 'lr.r.tJPUI1111Al :ATE:OCGY 
19 7~ HH'l I~ r~ I9H'> 197~ 19110 1975 19110 19H 198'l 
() :'1 0 , II :1 0 0 0 , R IVET~A S .11'11' , FASTI:~f"~ sz lo1 , 0 n :1 0 0 4 4 SAILO~S AN1 llfrKHANOS 
D ') 41) 41 () 0 I) D :J 0 SAWV~RS 
I) :1 106 112 0 0 70 n !) 0 SEIIE~S AND s·r tr:H: RS 
5 5 c' I) 0 ') 88 92 113 97 STATIONARY fiRF.'4~~ 
0 ;) () I) I) 0 22 2t, 0 0 IIINDI'I~ QPfPATTVfSo NEC 
" '11 2'l1 220 6 o; H1 169 1t,1 151 "ISC ~ar.H npeaATIVES 154 141 295 320 " " 478 522 186 177 DPfRU IVF.S, Nrc 
4511'1 Sl41! 2662 zaq4 2~ 30 753 809 64'> 707 TRA'ISPDRT FOUIP'4f'\ll OP~~AT!V£5 
o; o; , 0 I) 0 0 I) ., I) BOAT~E .. AN!' rANAl~E'I 
A]6 1 zq 1 6 5 0 0 H 3tt 36 40 BUS D~IV~PS 
lC.9 301 175? l91tq 12 15 298 314 :1 0 DELIVERY .II'ID ~~I"E~E~ 
I\ I \llO 174 195 I) 0 ll \7 21)1 211 FORK ll FT t TOW OIOTOII OP~ 
'l ::1 :J 0 5 4 150 169 I) 0 PARKI'IC ATT~NOA'ITS 
l~Z 16? ,, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 RAIL~,AO P.AAKEME'I 
t,J1 """ 0 0 n l 0 0 :1 0 ~AilROAD SWTTrHOIF~ 1RO 215 <I 10 4 I> t,5 50 59 57 TAX !CAB Dll IV<~S, C'iAUHfUDS 
2619 27111 127 72'i 4 4 211 22'> ]49 399 TRUCK '!AI V~~ S 
4~4 453 13\14 15341) 347 :Hit 27181 29687 6516 7072 HRV!CE WORICFPS 
zo;o 237 917 1097 ~117 316 7137 11026 \\97 12H CLEANI'Ir. SfRVIrE WRKRS 
6 " 'i" o;,. 4 3 996 1101 0 0 CHA"''EIIMA!Ilo '4Al o, f)(r; PIIIV 22 1~ 124 138 53 56 971 1052 ll)l 101 CL~AN~IIS AN~ CHA~~O~fN 
223 ?I' 75l 'l~~ ?JO ?57 5170 5873 10'1~ 113"1 JA~lTOIIS A~n ~•XT~~S 
l'o 7.11 111143 117211 1!1 H 3428 ~360 95 85 enoO SEIIVICO: WP~RS 
I) ') ll9" 1165 0 :l 217 l14 J 0 BART""'OERS 
I) n 909 892 0 0 167 ua ') 0 BUSBOYS 
12 11 3114 3191 13 12 1119 \Ot,lt 7l 67 COOKS, EXC PP I VHf 
0 0 IISd 988 5 " 237 2t,l 4 4 DIStMASHEPS 13 11'1 61>7 7'1 1 " 0 zzq 218 0 0 FOOD C::JU'IT !;P, ~'JUNTA 1'1 WORKERS 'I 7 45CI! 5239 0 0 61t5 596 ~ 3 WAI TEllS 
0 ., blt4 751 ., 0 dl5 887 14 H FlDO WllOI(~~S. N•" .. :xc P~IVAT!: 
lZ 1'1 .. 11 0 ) 6369 7909 70 17 HE,LT .. SERVICE loi•K~S 
0 0 0 0 0 0 81t4 1147 0 0 DE'ITAL ASSISTANTS 
4 4 R \1 0 J 774 1009 8 9 HEALTH AIDE~. £XCFPT 'IURSING 
0 0 0 0 0 J \7 12 0 0 HEALTH TRaiNEES 
II l'i ., 0 0 0 1588 4309 47 55 "'URSES At DfS, OA'>FRllf S , 
"' 
(\ "' I) ~ llH 1432 14 13 P~ACTICAL NUPS~S 
qq lC l 32~ 4!q 24 20 5626 6251 167 162 PEIISO'IAL SFRVIC< ~AKPS 
B 3~ n (' 'l ) 0 0 :l I) AIRLI~E STO:WAPDO:S~~~ 
'\ 5 IE> 19 , 0 580 622 66 69 ATTE~o RECQF.ATION, PIIJSF~ENT 
I o; 30 ~5 0 :1 115 179 37 30 ATT~"'o PFFSO~Al SFQ ~ r~ e, ~FC 
7.6 ?I " ~ 0 0 zo 16 0 I) BAGCAGE POATFP~ &N'l BELLH"'PS (' 0 l :1 !I 0 .. u 611. :1 0 BARBERS 
0 I) 0 I) J Ill 12 0 l· BOAR I) I NG, I IJOI;J'Ir; fii"USFKE~PERS 
11 0 0 ., 0 0 17 l!o ., n I.I:IOHLACKS 
~ 5 (I 0 I) l 905 985 ;) (! CHILl) CAliF WI"RKF~S. EXt pq IVA T£ 
0 'l ') 0 16 13 !I 6 31 31 ELEVATOR OPFMATI"R~ 
0 •J 1~4 7.31 0 l 2439 2816 0 0 HAIRDRESSfP'), C'lS"Hlllllt;ISTS 
7q 20 12~ '"" 8 7 253 300 "' 12 HOUSEKE~PER~, EXC PRIV&TF 0 0 '1 ., 0 l 435 475 :> 0 SCHillll OIONI TOPS 
0 ., 0 0 0 !IJ 84 ') 0 liSHEO S, REC PE ATJ ON, A" IISP4ENT 
0 11 !' 0 0 5\ 61 18 20 WELFARE SEIIVIC£ 410ES 
60 61> 67 bl: 19 Z2 642 673 t,988 5517 PRQTE~TIVE SFRYICE WRKQS 
29 33 " 0 0 0 31 36 16 17 CRO~~ING GUA~D, RRIOr.FTENOERS 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 1497 1678 FIRE~E .. , FIPf P~DTECTI~N 
zn 20 <;J 57 \9 22 U9 t,B7 6'11 658 GIJIIII.!>S i\N[I IIAT:HM:N 
0 0 n 0 n l 0 0 58 63 ""RSHAL S ANO CD~ISTABLFS 
10 13 14 q 0 0 161 140 2256 2491 PDLICE"EN ANO OFTECTIV~S 
('I 0 0 l 0 l 0 0 55t, 610 SHFRIFFS A~n BAILIFFS 
,. !:1 , 0 0 0 3978 3 .. 67 0 I) PRIVATE HOU~EHOIO IIAKRS 
0 0 0 I) 0 0 1570 1368 0 0 CHILn CARF WORKF~S 
I) 0 r 1'1 I) ' 49 " 0 0 COQICS, PRl V.IIT~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 491 431 0 0 '41)USEkEEP ER ~, pq IVA TE 
0 0 0 , 0 0 25 2!1 0 , LAU .. D RE SSE So PRIVAT£ 
0 " 0 0 0 0 l8t,4 1602 0 0 "AIDS, SERVANT~, PRIVATE 
1032 1052 345J 3814 220 246 1955 2162 \337 1374 LUORERS, FXCFPT FUM 
[\ 0 0 'l I) 0 128 147 75 85 ANIMAL CA~fTAKFRS, EXC "M'" 
n 0 ., 0 0 D 6 5 0 0 CARPENTERS, HElPERS 
1'13 131 3'1 43 10 9 50 54 19 17 CONSTR LA8Po EXC CARPE'I!E~ HELP 
(' ('I 0 ., 0 0 0 0 11 , FISHER"EN AND OVSTERME~ 
102 195 147 HO 0 0 53 67 \53 168 FR E tGHT, 'lATE RIAL HANOLEII S 
236 274 0 0 0 0 0 0 ') 0 GARBAGE COllECTORS 
17 11 b3 7S 1113 209 1282 1391 522 550 GA RDENRS, !>O"JU..DKEEP~, EXC FAPI' 
71 87 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 LDNGSHORFMEN AND STEVEDOPES I} 0 3 4 0 l 0 'l ') , W'IBfRM~Jol, ~ AfTSMENt IIOOI'ICHOPPP S 
q 7 2375 2641 0 l 99 103 \1)6 99 STOCK HA'InLF RS 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 TF AI'S TERS 
51 44 150 \71) 0 0 216 257 3ft 35 VEHIClE >IASHII, EQUIP CLEA~EIIS 
67 65 181 408 0 0 52 59 •U3 4U WAREHOIJS~MEII, !IEC 
llt1 2l2 q5 102 21 29 70 79 7 1 OTHEP. l AIII"RfR~ 
II " n () 0 0 " 0 l 0 FARMERS A .. O FARM IIORKERS 
0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 CARMfR~ AIIO FARM MANAGERS 
n 0 "' 
I) 0 0 ' ) 0 0 FARME~S, OW'IFRS AN' TENANTS 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 ., " FA Rill "ANAGfP S 
0 0 D 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 FARM LABORER5o FARM FOAEMFN 
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TAI\1 c 3 - "fTIIIL!'O nrruPATI"'UL ~""tnYIIIF'IT, CIII~FNT UIO AIIITICIPUED ~y JNI'IUSTII.Y ')!VI SIO'l l'n~ THE SAC~A .. ENTO SMSA 
AGR I CUL TU~ f, 
LINE T!'JTAL I'QllfSTA.Y 
NUMBER OCCUPATIORAL CAT!XlORY All l~'liJSTA.IES 1'1 SHE~ IFS "INI'IIG CO"'STAUCT 10~1 MANIJF AC TUR I"'~ 
1915 \'1110 19H 198') 1975 1980 1975 198•) 1975 l9BJ 
468 FARM l~Pnoros, WAt;r. WPWR~ ~16 3975 ~'l36 3~75 ') 0 () 0 0 
, 
469 l'olRM LAAQP[P ~. liNPAI!'I "A"ILV ?lt6 228 21t6 228 ') ') 0 0 ') il 
470 "API! [,A.lii'RFP~, SFI "-"'4Pl It\ 50 lt1 50 0 I) 0 0 
., 1 
r• a IIISI>IIPT n 1 ,.,., 
r.nNMUI\II CHI'UIS, 
At.ID IJTIIITIFS TDAOE 
1975 1'9110 1<.75 1981) 
(I 0 'l " , I) I) 0 
I) 0 ~ 0 
Fl"fAfo!Ce, 
11\!St.IIIA~~. 












0 , , 
I>IJSLI: 









FARM lo\80~~~5, WAGE WR·A~ 
FAliN LABORERS, JNPAiro FAIIILV 
~AROI lAIIOREqs, ~ELF-F.MPl 

1 PPOFF~~IIJNALo T<(tfO..IrAL, 1(11\jOPFn 
3 fOIIGINF.rRS, T~rtliii!C41 
4 ~~I"E~as, AfPn-A~T~£1.,411TIC 
!> r. Nr.t .. FFIISo CI'F'4 lt:AL 
6 FtJt;IIIIEFRS, riVIL 
1 r"niNfF8Se ~LFCT81CAL 
A r'~"'"~~~qs, r~l'llfqRIU 
'I f"lniNFERS, 114FCHANIClL 
HI Pln!NHIIS, roiFTALLti~IHCU 
11 FNniiiiC"£8~, IIIHJJ.,r; 
12 F~IIIIFFPS, PETROLFIJ114 
\3 fiiiRI"'FFIIS, SAIFS 
14 rlllt;IIIIFFPS, OTHFII 
IS llff Ulf't PIIVSICAI. ~CI ENTISn 
16 ~r.lllriiLT'IIIAI ~t:flii,TISTS 
17 t.TMtlSPHEIItr., SP\Cf SCIE'ITISTS 
IR RIOLrGirAL ~rtFIIITI~TS 
\'l rll""'ISB 
1n r.r.n1 ontsrs 
?\ N~~·fi'IF SCtF••Tt~Tc; 
?? PI'VSirlsn AIIIO 1HRON(I .. EPS 
74 WAT~F .. ATICAL SPFCIALISTS 
7'i 6fTIJlP IF.S 
71> '1f.IHFMAT1CU~ 
7.1 qATISTtrtANS 
7A FNRI'IFFP.S, SriENCF TFCHIIIICIANS 
7.'1 ACi'llo RltlLilr, TErll f.XC Hf4LTH 
~0 r,tlr."'ICAL TFCHNIC:l~~tc; 
11 .,U,FTSMEN 
12 FL~CTRJCAL, ELECTR~"'IC TFCH 
H I IJilUSTRI AL fN'OI,.EFQ I NG TfCH 
3o; "rrHAIIIICAL FlilnPIF~qlliiG TF.CH 
16 SUPVEY'lQS 
11 ft-jiH'IFERIIIIG, ~CI~•tr< TECH NF.C 
~R ~f-OI~Al WORKFIIS, ~X~ TfCH 
J'l CH(qOPRACTOU~ 
411 nfNTIS'TS 
41 1"11 FTJTIANS 
lo2 OPTilMFTRISTS 
4' PIIUIIAC I HS 
lo4 PHYSICIANS, ll4f't OST<OPJIT'lS 
45 PI'OJATRIHS 
46 PF.GISTFREIJ NIIPS~ ~ 
47 THFAAPISTS 
4R VFTF8JilARI 4~tc; 
4'1 OT'lFP MEDICAl ANit I'EALTH 
50 HF~LTH TfCH!t.ll AWl HCH 
51 rLIIIIICAl l41!1 TfCHfOL• TFrH 
~2 n~~AL HYGI~NISTS 
~) ~·4LTH RECORD T~CHNOLo T~CH 
5to RAOIOtOGI C TECtflllL, TF.CH 
55 T~ERAPY ·~~fSTAIIIT~ 
56 CTHtt;P H!:AI.TH TfCHNilL, Tf(H 
~1 TFCHNICTANS. FlCC Ht:~L TH 
58 AI,PLA .. E PilOTS 
5'1 A PI TRAFFIC CrtNTROLLERS 
60 fi•IIIUMERS 
6\ Fllr.HT FNGINffRS 
62 RADIO OPERATORS 
63 T(f:'L P~OGRAMfRS, N•J'IER !CAL 
61o OTHF~ TECH~tr.tANS flCC HfALTH 
65 COIIPUTER SPECIALISTS 
66 Cr:MPUTER PROGRAMERS 
~1 COMPUTER SYSTE'IS ANALYSTS 
61 (11'Hf~ COMPUTER SP"l"IAL ISfS 
6q snr.tAl SCif~TISTS 
70 FCOjtjiJIIJ STS 
72 PSYC~LOGISTS 
73 ~tlCIDLOGISTS 
71o IIRIIAN AIIO RFGIOIIIU PLANNfRS 
75 OTHEP SOC! U SC IF~JTI STS 
76 TE .. CHFIIS 
11 AllULT EOOCUION TEACHFRS 
711 AG'IICIIL TUIIF TEACHI;RS 
79 AliT, O~AMA, ltlSIC TfAC'If~!l 
BO ATIIIOS~E~IC. fARTI', MARINE 
B\ Bf~LOGY TEAf.H~PS 
B2 'IUSINE'SS, C'l'404'!'ArC. TEACHI'AS 
83 r"EMISTRV TFACIIE~S 
84 rOAl"HF.So PHVS EO T~ACHEAS 
85 FCONOMIC TFACH~'IS 
- 83 
J()ll ODD')ATt)~JTIIESo \97!r> TO 1980 
'II• r l)f'IA'IO 1'~0"1 F.EPLACEM~NT NFfllS TDHL JOII AVftHr;c A~•~IUAl J08 ~PDI'fRTL.IItj!TY 












































































































































































































































































































































































































• ONE HUNORfl' •J"'f$ THE UTili OF THf AYFRAGF lNIIIAl Jl"8 OPPORTUNITII!S T!J 1975 I!"'LDYIIENT &.EYI!l 
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CL F.14~TAII 'I' sc 04(1('1L Tl' atHH s 
FNr.l'IFF~IIIr. TFAC .. ~P~ 
CNr.LISH TF.At .. EPS 
FnDF!G!I LANilllAGf TEACHERS 
H.,nTH ~PECIUTIH TfACt•fD.S 
H15TOIIY TEACHI'IIS 
Hr~F FrDN~ICS T~AC.HERS 
I AW TF.ACHFR<; • 
~fTHF.IIATICS T~ACHF.IIS 
DHVqr.s TFAC HFR 'l 
DRF<;CHr~, KINIIF.RG~PTE'I 
PSYC:HOI.OG'I' TfACHF.IIS 
~I;CIJNOAR'I' o;cunoL TF.ArHER S 
~OCIOLOr.Y TFA(.H£11$ 
~nCIAL SCIFNCE Tf&~HFRS NEC 
'41~C COlLFGE AND U~IVF.ASITY 
rnLL er.F, 111\iiVF.AS IT Y !EC 
THF.OLIJ(;Y TE ANERS 
TR~o;, I'IOI.IHDIAL TEAt:HERS 
TFAC,.FRS N~'Co FX~ COLLe UNIVF~ 
1117 I'"IT~'IIS, ARTISH, ENTFRTAINEIIS 
108 ArTIIIIS 
10'1 ATHLETES AND KI'IO~En wnRKF.~~ 
11n UITHI'IRS 
111 llANrERS 
11?. O~'S lllNF.R S 
113 ~niTOIIS AND ~F.PDATEAS 
114 uuslt:IAI\IS AND C014PDSERS 
11'1 l>li'ITEAS A'ln SCIILPTOIIS 
111> PH11Tf.'IGAA PHF D S 
117 PU~LIC AFLATI!l'IS H~'No WRITFRS 
118 RADin, TV AN'IOUNCFRS 
119 W~ITFII~, a~TISTS, ENTERTAIN NEC 
l2'l CTH~~ PROFESSI'l'lilo TECif'UCAl 
121 ArC11llNTAMTS 
122 ARCHITECTS 
123 lllt'41VISTS· A'ltl CURATORS 
124 r.l. fDIWMEN 
125 UFLIGIClJSo E~C· CLF~GYME!'I 
126 F \R" MA"'AGFII~'NT AIWI SORS 
127 F!'IP < <;TfAS, C: il'ISF.IIVATIDNISTS 
128 ,.,,,.F. 14ANAGEIIF'1T AOVIS!'IRS 
IZ'I JUilGES 
130 L AWYI'RS 
Ill L fliP-~ UNS 
\32 !lPEPATI!liiSo SYSTf~S RE~EARC~ 
133 DfA~C:N'Ifl LAPnR DflATIONS 
134 ~E'HAIICH WORKFIISe NEC 
1 ~5 PFrqfATIO'I WORKERS 
13~ ~rr.IAL W~~~'RS 
1J7 VflCATtrNALr c., C!'IJ'ISELnRS 
13~ MANAGF.FIS, DFFiriAL~• PROPRIET:IAS 
139 BllYO:RSo SALES • LOAN MANAGERS 
1411 IIAIIIKt FINA..,CUl 114NAGERS 
1~1 r.PEOITIIEN 
1~2 IIUYO:RS, SHIDPfRS, FARM PROO 
143 AIIYERS, IIH0:1LESALE, RETAIL 
14~ PURCHASING AG,TS, BUYERS, NEt 
145 SALES MANAG~R, IIFT~IL TRAOF 
146 S.U~'~ IIAIIAGEII, EXC PET TAADF 
1~1 ADMI'IISTRATDRS, PUB I'ISPECTORS 
148 ASSESS, CDIITRQL, Ulr. PUB ADMIN 
140 r.rNSTIIUCTIDN INSPeCTOR, PUB 
1~0 ~F.ALTH ADIIINlSTAATDRS 
\51 INSPECTORSo fXC CONSTIIIUCT Pll8 
152 OFFICI,LSo AD141NS, PUB 
\53 PCSTMASTERS AIIID ~All SUPER 
15~ SCHOOL AOI41Nt COLLEGE 
155 SCHOOL AD•U'I, ELF14, SECOM)UY 
1 ~6 CT~eR MAIIAG~IIS, OFFICIALS, PROPS 
157 FU"'~RAL DIIIECTORS 
t!IB IlGAS, SUPEAINTE"'DANT$, BLDG 
15'1 OFFICE "ANAGfRSe NEC 
160 OFFICIIS, PilOTS, PUIISERSt SHIP 
161 nF~'ICIALS OF LODGF.So UIIIIONS 
162 RAILROAD CONOUCTD~~ 
1U IIESTAURolNT, CAFE, BAR 14GAS 
164 OTHER IIGRS, aDIIINISTRATO.S 
165 SALFS IIOAKERS 
166 40VERTISING AGENTS, SALESMEN 
167 AUCTIDtEERS 
168 DE~ONSTRATQIIS 
169 HUCKSTERS AND PFOOLERS 
17 0 INSURANCE AGF'ITS, 8aOlERSt FTC 
171 ~EIISBOYS 
lTZ AfAL FSTATE AGENTS, BR~ERS 

















































































.11)1) DPPOtnUNITJIES, 191'i TO 1980 
REPLACEIIF.'IT IIEEDS TOUL JM olVEIIAGE ~"'NIJAL 
OUF. TO LABOR FOKCE DPPORTIJ'I IT IO:S JOII llPPORTIJ'II TT H 
SEPARATI~IIS FRrll THESE snuqces 
11 11 2 
19 36 1175 355 
18 15 3 
.. ~ 44 9 
32 45 9 
46 90 l8 
15 8 2 
2 3 I 
8 13 3 
20 H 6 
7 -2 o 
2Bo 293 " 
29 !15 11 
122 565 113 
1~ .a a 
13 26 5 
28 50 10 
I" 2Jl 46 
3 5 I 
l 3 I 



































































































































































































• ONE HUNDRF.D TIMES TH~' ~ATIO OF TH~ AVERaGE ANNUAL JOI OPPORTUNITIES T~ 1975 E•PLJf"'"' LEVEL 
Joe I)DPo1ATU"'ITY 
























































































T•'H" ·"- ., ... rf.PilPl'lt •r 1 < "''" ''''l"~T• JAL ro•a'lr.f ~ .. , (•PL~:E'41:'1T 'IE::ls- ~AC~'"'~·1 ~ .. sa 
Jn~ ODP')RTYIIIITI~S, l97S TO 19e~ 
LINf 'IH OF'~~'I'l F~ 'll' ~EPIA:E .. E'IT 'IEEOS T:ITAL ,.,.. avF~AGf A'I"'U&l Jf)~ f"DDI)II TI,NJT r 
'IIJ'411F.~ OCCUPI T I 'l'"L c~or~r.·,rcy (IJI"J'I~ n Y :;!iaN:;~ DUO: TJ Ullr)q FORCE :I~'IJIIT'JNI Tl ~~ JI'Jil f)PPQ.Tlt~f T! rc: •• , l'1 • 
~J;PARATI'l'IS FRnOol TliESF St'IJOC r!. 
173 Hr"rK A'ID Rnr•l' S~l "-S'IF'I ~7. 27 79 If> "·1" 
171t !IALFS RF.PAn, t~Ft; 127 12'1 255 ~I ... 51 
175 <ALF~ PFPPF <, , 111*11 FSAlf. H ~rF ltH ltfl4 91'1 1~ .. ~o.ee 
176 ~~~ ~~ ru; P~<~. PF.TA II. TRAOF. l 687 U86 51)73 11l15 8.18 
177 ~ALF~"fEij 0 PI;Hfl f'(AI"JF ~611 .. u 786 :.~? ~ ... , 
1711 SALfS~Fif, SEF.V At;l) ri:I'ISTA 1119 Zfllt U3 '\ b. 811 
17'1 Cl CQ I CAL W()foi(FR~ 8'l61 21394 ?.Q455 5'1<;1 1. 91 
Ifill STFNnt;PAPHF.P ~ , TYPI~TS, ',FCH 3191 88J7 11998 2401) 9olt5 
1111 SFC0 FTUIF.S, LFGAL 137 2H 168 '" ll.\5 I A? ~~CPFTioRIF~, Oolf'llr'-L 121 149 270 5 .. 12.03 
1113 Sff,P FTAR IES, r)TIIf ~ i'l20 4JTl 6291 1258 '1.78 
1114 S TI"H1G A APH FA~ -&It •81 3H 711 5.10 
111o; TYPIST~ \0'17 3575 4672 934 9.<t7 
!All rFFtrF "'AC~I'IF OP ~R ATOP~ 57 933 991) l'-1,1 ~.27 
1117 1\rOKkFI' PIt¥;, ~llli'IG npfPAT~'~S ?I) 77 97 19 ~.22 
11!11 rIll t:lft. ATIHG MACI!J ljf OPFRA TnP~ 12 72 Bit 17 1.oa 
111 11 r C"PUTFII, PFPIP~F.PAI ~QUIP 169 121 292 ____ _sa ___ _ _____ 6,14 -··-·-
['10 -- 'JIJPLICATINt; MArHIIj~ llPF RATO~~ 14 . -· ·-- --- 48 62 12 loo'!fl 
I'll K~YPlJNCH OPI ~arnr· ~ -176 554 318 7fo 4o0l 
l'l?. UIIIILATINC: ,.,~HIIlr OPF llATI')P• -2 5 ., l ?.!10 
1'H QTHFR ClFFICF '4~t;HI~f, t;PFPATf'~S 20 ;t, 74 15 11.75 
l'lt, OTHED (LEPICAL ~n~~r.qs 4111J 11654 16467 )203 7.211 
1 'l'i PANIC TFLLfP~ 209 396 605 121 10.31t 
l'Y6 ~I l 1.1 Nr. C LF P~ ~ 81 150 231 411 to. 22 
'"' 111 I)~ I< I FPFAS 7119 Z132 31)91 6111 7.58 l'ld r A~"IF P~ 6U \326 1971 394 8.37 
1'1'1 rLFPIC•L -~~~~T, snc oiF.l fARF 2 2 4 1 13, 8R 
?•l'l C:l FPJr Ill SU"I;O.VIS"P~, liEC !2 zu 31:1 "" 4.47 .>n l ""II F(TfiRS, 'lii.L 11'4!1 At:COI,NT 61 11 11o2 211 7,97 
2 'J' r '''fPIT~R CL FJIKS, rxr. Ff1'"0 168 323 491 ~a a.35 
?.''11 "!~ PATtHER, STAAT<~. , V€HICLF 33 )9 72 u 4.83 
?"t<t H•IJMIEP.TORS ANO JljfERYIF IIF RS l2 76 88 18 5.92 
2!l'i F'STI~·TOPS, INVF5TIG.T'1PS, NFr 21? 128 538 1~8 6.71 
1'1b ~~I'F'l!TIJPS, P-1.~11 cr•ITO.OLLFilS 3 .. \1)4 1311 28 3.48 
201 <JI. e rLFJIKS 176 1118 1314 263 1, 77 
7'lB HI~UA. ANCf "lJUS T, EX A" 113 n 201 41 7.57 
?n'l I IRPAIIV ATTFNI)Ao•TS, ASS I !IT /.liT , ... 347 ltOZ 80 6.70 
?l'l ••A I l CAFII I~P~, P'l~T OFF I f.F -11] 1:15 95 19 1, 71 
.'II "11!1. HANOLr,P, Exr POST 'lf'F lr.~ ,, 165 235 47 6.38 
HI Ml!'.~rNGF.AS A>lr 'lHI(f tlnYS " 37 53 11 4. 49 Ill Ooi~TFD PF.AII'•~, IITilf T IFS 6 3 9 2 3.31 
?14 ~A'I'""Llt f!Mr w•F.PI••r. CL~~K~ ., 160 223 45 7.21 
?l'i pn~fi·L r.LFRI<S -zt 11..5 l.tll 30 2.8 .. 
?II> PPI':'lFIIFAOEP~ l7 so 67 l3 7,98 
? I ' ACU F~TATf A~POAJSfll5 36 ~2 71 16 4o48 
? Iii ~F.r'F PTJI)I\ff US ]37 777 llllt 223 10.60 
2l ., ~II!PPI'IG, •FrFJYI~r. CV~KS ... 118 182 311 lo35 
l.!fl STU I STI CAL r.L I:~K ~ 139 U1 6:1!1 lZO 6.77 
1?1 S l'I(.K r.L F.JIK S, H(lll~ KEF.P~R~ 123 :no 5:11 101 3.70 
?ll T~Ar'HfPS AJnr~, ~xr. HONIT11~5 266 177 643 129 8,53 
7.?1 · T H . r r.IU PH Mr ~ ~!"t(;r. ~ < -1 1 0 , '·' 'IH ' TFI <r.P~PH OPfqATOP~ -1 8 7 1 3.49 u .. TILF.PHrNF. OPEPlTnll5 100 679 779 156 a ... , 
2'16 T1 r:K F.T STAT If' No F•PII~SS ar.FNTS 20 , " 11 6.07 227 W<lr.H£PS u 28 43 9 5o15 
2?11 MBC rLF.AICAL ll'liii<S'DS, NEC 909 11:13 2012 402 \1),07 
'17.'1 r.IIH T~14FN, FDPF,.Fif, ~INOII£0 2nz 40U 6934 1187 3.31 
230 (ON!ITPUCTION CRAFTSMf'l 590 1016 1676 !135 3o01 
2'H t:ANPfNTfRS 207 35Z 559 112 3.23 
2H AJII(KHASONS AND STO'IENASDNS 10 22 32 6 2.33 
215 IIIJll nDlfR OP'!P.ATOII'i 1 ll l9 .. 1o79 
?lb rr·NFNT AND t:CINCREH FI'IISHF.IIS 3J 26 59 12 3.40 
237 F.l ~CTIII ClAN~ 137 211 348 70 3.17 
l?1'1 "llt:-YATING, r;PAOI~';, I'ACH Oil 7 6~ 7l lit 1.71 
21tn FLOI'R LAYERS, Fllf. Tl LE SET TEllS 16 ll 27 ' 3.98 Z..1 PAI'ITFRS, CO'ISTRUCTIO'Io I'AINT 3 113 18(i 37 2o5l! 
241 PtPFRHANGFRS z 3 ' 1 6.~ 24 .. PLASTFIIffiS -J ll 15 3 lo63 
24b PLIJMRFM S AND P IPFF ITT£RS 126 l:U 258 52 3.78 ., .... ROOF£R AND SLATFRS 34 l6 50 10 3.51 
249 S Tlltf(TIJIIAL I'FTAL C PAFT 16 20 36 7 z.n 
7.'10 TILFSFTTFAS l 10 11 2 z.o1 
251 FOPF.IIFN, NF.C 329 51~ 143 169 3o29 
2'12 I'FTAliiORKING CIIII'TS"F.N EXC MECH ' 192 1U 39 1.16 Z'il Ill ACKSNITHS 2 6 I 2 3oZ·1 
2'i4 Br!L EIIMAIC ER5 
_,
lZ 7 1 1.6Z 
7.55 HF.AT TAFAT£11St oi'INEALEIIS, ETC -z l -1 0 -1.53 
'156 FMr.FI'fN Altl'l HAJII .. Eit~fN 1 l z 0 lte69 
na MACHINISTS zz 89 111 22 ZoJI 
?6n llllllllltiGHTS 10 9 l9 4 4o31 
261 "'Ot.nERSo METAL 6 ~ 10 2 5oJ1 
2113 PATTFIIIf ANn "IIDEL IIAKFRS 1 l 2 0 5.52 
264 ROLLfiiS AHO FINISH~$, MFTAL J l 4 l '5.79 
'165 SHFF.T METAL IIORKFIISo TINSJIIITitS -n 62 29 6 '· 70 
2fo7 TOOl , DfEMAKFRS 0 6 6 1 Zo01 
• fi'>IF. HIINU'I~O TI'IFS THF RATIO OF TifF AYE.AGE ANNUAl J~ OPIIOUUIII Tl ES TO 1975 EltPl.OYM!NT LEVB. 
'.~9 ~rt:HA~ICS, ~FPAIR~N, INSTALLO~ 
z1n Ull CONn, HFATf"'r., OfFIIIr. 
l11 AIQrii!FTS 
272 '"Ttl ACCfSSI'IP II'S !'1ST ALII 
273 ~urn ll'lnY IIFPAI'l'IFN 
2'14 611rr' "ECI4ANII:S 
1'711 OATA PRIICFSSI~'l ~ACH ~EPAIIIMF.N 
211 FARM IMPLEMENT 
?78 H!'AV V f OUT P M£t:H, I'ICL Dlf5£l 
2Tc; l<rll!iFHI'ILO .. PPLUIIICF MECHANIC~ 
281 OFFICF MACHINF RFPAIIIMFN 
2112 IIADtn, Tt;LfVTc;TOIII III;P&TR .. EN 
2~1 OAILIIOAn, CAR SHnP IIEPAIIIM£N 
2RS tlTHFII .. ECHA~1 1CS AND IIEPAIR~FN 
1116 PPH'TING TIIAOF CII4FTSIIE~ 
287 ~nr~IIINDEIIS 
?liB CI'I'IPOSITORS ANI) TYPESETTFIIS 
2119 ElErTIIOTYPf PSo !OTF.II EOTYPEitS 
290 I'NG•AVFIIS E KC -PHOTnFNGI!.AVERS 
291 I>HOTOFNGRAVERS, liTHOGIIAPHF.II S 
2'l2 PDI'S<;HfN AND PL UE Pill NT Ell~ 
2'1'1 TIIA~SPOIHATI ON, DlJR IJTIL CII .. FT 
2'16 HHTRIC POW II ll NE'IFN, CAILJ;MEN 
207 LOrf'"'OTIVe F.N'liNFFII S 
l'lll Lt:"ClMOTIVE FIIIF.'I"N 
2'19 Pn~co STATIIlN tlPFRATOII~ 
300 T"HPHr.t~F. INSTALLIIS, RFPIIA"cN 
301 Trt.FPKINI! li~MF."', SPliCEPS 
3?2 OTH~Q C~&FTc;M~, ~INDPED ~IIKRS 
~?3 ~AICF.Il~ 
304 t:AB INF TI4AKFIIS 
105 1"6111>F.T INSHllEifS 
11'16 CA&"'EMEN, DfRI'II"KIOF.~o, H015f'4CI\I 
307 lli;'I':I"D&T(IIIS, Wll\jOOW lliiESSER~ 
3illl "'f'l/1'11 lAIItliUTtlPV TF.CH 
)1)'1 I'IJRNITIIR!; ANn 11!1r>n FINISH 
311 GLAZIFRS 
3\2 T"'SPECTOIISo LC'G A"'D LUMBER 
313 f NSPEr TOll So f.ITHO:R 
114 JfWELfRS ANn W~T_CHMAKFIIS 
3l'i I'ILLEPS, r.o&tN, FLOUR, FFEn 
Hli IIIOT! '11-' PICTIJP!' PR.,JECT1nlill ~TS 
HT "'PTit:UNSo LC~~ r.PINOII, PCJLISHR 
J1R Dl \'lit f1tlllAN TII'I!:IISo REPATRIOF.'I 
UO ~Ht:• R~PIUPMflol 
'21 qr;'l PAINT':RS A'ln l~TTERERS 
327. STATIONARY E~r.tN~£D~ 
32~ TAII_I'III~ 
~25 IJ!"lf'lSTI'REPS 
3?.6 rP~FTS~~N, KI'I~PF.O WOII~R~, lljCC 
329 OPFP~TIVES 
311'1 nPFAOT IVES, EXC TIIA"'SPOIIT 
331 S~'IISKILLEO "~TAL~KING 
3~2 ~DILL DRESS OPI'IIATIYES 
313 FlJII~AC'EMENo S "F.L TFR~ENo POIJDEA~ 
334 r,qiNOI"'Il NA("I"'E ~PERATIYFS 
336 1AT'4fo Mllllllr. "'AC'l l'IPEIUTIVF.S 
317 MFT4L PLATEIIS 
3111 ~THEil PRF.tiSil'IN ~ACH OP-
339 l'INCH STAMPI"'r. PIIF'SS OPR 
1"" ~ OLI'IE liE liS 
3~1 WFLI'IEIIS ANn FLAME CUTTERS 
3ltl SO:IOOIS~ILLED PAC~ lNG, INSPECT Nil 
34'1 r. .. FCKERS, EXAMINERS, E TCo MFG 
350 r.PA~O:AS AND SOATEPS, MPG 
3~1 14o;AT ~RAPPERS, R~T,IL TRADE 
352 PACICEII, WRAPPI;II, Ell MEliTo PRmUt 
353 PR"O GROll, PACKFII, EXC FACTo FAR 
35~ OTHFII OPEIIATIYFS, EXC TRANSPORT 
35o; A SRE' "iTO So INSIIUTI ON IIOIIII!RS 
356 ASSfMILERS 
3~8 ROTTllNGt C:ANNt"'G ODfUTIYES 
''" C"AINMEN, IIODME"'o AXMEIII SUIIVE\'MG 
360 (LOTHI"'r. tRONF.PS AND PRESSERS 
361 CUTTING DPF.IIATIVFSo NEC 
362 OIIESSMUER, S!:AIIISTI'E$5, EXt FAtT 
363 ORILLERS, EARTH 
36~ "'P'f WAll INSTALLER "io U THERS 
366 FILER, POll S"ERo SAIOIDERt IUFF!R 
367 r.A-AGE WORKER~, t;AS STAT ATTE~ 
168 LAI.III'IRYo DAY CLEA"' OP, IIIEC 
169 14EAT tUTTF.R So IIUTCHE RSo FXC IIII'G 
311) NF IT CUTT£11 S, RtiTrHFRS 
!11 MILLENERS 
372 141 Nf OPEIIATI YES, 111Ft 
- 66 -
J~B OPPJIITU'IITIES, 1975 TO 1910 
NET DFMAH!l FIIO'II REI'LACI!IIENr "'f.F.DS TOTAL J~B AVERAGE ·~~~~·IJAL JOI'I OPP:IRTUNUV 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































1.17 .. ,. 
z.n 
Oo6S 
7. :n , ... 
* ONE HUN~'fCl TI~ES THF DATin OF THE AVERAGE AIOINUAL JOI 0P'01T~TIES TO 1975 EIII,LOYMEIOIT LEVEL 
- 87-
TAIILe 4- J'l" ('PDIJPTIINITI~C ~~""4 INOU51'AIAL CHUC.E 4N!I REPL4CE'If'IIT 'IEE'lS - S4CIIS"'O:lf"':l SM~A 
OCCIJD6Tin•IAI I;ATEG,PY 
MJ~INt; OPERATIVe~ 
I'JLI' ~S. G•F 4SFRS • FXC 4UT('I 
IIA INTEIIS • 114Ft; ARTICLiiS 
"l'•lTOt;P411HI C PR'ICF<;S WOCIKEI'<; 
DJVFTF~~ I~ FA~TFNFIIS 
~IILOII~ ANO OFCKHUIOS 
54\IYFAS 
~Fhi'IIS ANI'I STJTCHFoS 
~TATinNARY FIPF"'~ 
WI~IIJ!Nt; OllfiiATJVF ~. NEC 
Yl~r. IOACH OPEIIATTVFS 
nPr;~ATIVFS• NFC 
H6 lPANSDf:'IU EI'IIIP!III~T I)PFIIUIVFS 
'~ 7 ~04T"'E Ill I Nil CAiiiALI4rN 
~II II 'II:S IJII IVER 5 
3'11) ll~LI Vf.RY AND ROUTE "'EN 
3'11 FIJ~~ LIFT. TOW "'nTI"fR DPR 
l'13 DaD I( I Nr. A TTFNDANU 
?94 P.•ILPOAO 8RAKE14~N 
315 P.AJLPDAO SWIT(H'I~N 
396 T4l!ICA8 ORIVF.AS• CH,UFFEIIPS 
H7 TPIICK I)DJV!EA5 . 
"\9~ SfPVt r. ': WOAKfP~ 
'9'1 Cl F.ANING SEIIVICF WIIKR S 
400 CH~MAFR114AID. 114AIO. EXC PIIIV 
401 rL~AIIII;AS AND CHIRWOIOEN 
4'12 JA'III Tt'IAS 4ND S"KTOPIS 
4~3 FOI'Il SfqVJrE WRKR~ 
404 PADTFNOER~ 
40 ~ 1\II~PilYS 
406 rrttii<S• ElCC PIIIVATE 
ltllT Ol~HWHHEAS 
40'1 "'101:'1 COUJIITEII• Fllii\ITIIN WODICEPS 
ltll'l IIAITI'PS 
ltl\l FOOl) WOIIKEQS• III':C. EIIC PRIVATE 
411 He~LTH SERVICE WRKAS 
412 OFIIITAL ASSISTAIIITS 
413 HFAL TH AIOfS. EXCEPT NUIISING 
414 ~"ALTH TRAINF.FS 
AtiiJ NUP~fS AIDES • ·no.n!'A LIES 
417 · PUCTif:AL NURSES 
At\11 PFP.'il"fi'IAL SF•VICE wuqs 
419 Al~l TNE SfC"WAIIO!:SH~ 
~20 ATTFN• I!ECIEAToiOl, ~IOUSFIIEIIT 
4o21 ATTEII. PER~nN\l S""VICE. N~C 
~12 AAG~lt;F pnqT~~S •Nn ~FLLHOPS 
423 ~4qFIEAS 
At?.~ Rnaq OING. LllOf.l NG HOIJSEKfEPf.fiS 
425 BCC~~LACKS 
~21> -CHILO CARE WI'IP~f'RS. F.IIC PP.IVATE 
417 "O:LFVUOR OPEAATOIIS 
4211 HAIIIOIIF.SSFRS. COSMETOlOGISTS 
42'1 HrliJSfl(ff.PERS • F.XC PP IV,Tf . 
~n ~C:I'f't'l. MC'NI TORS 
432 USH"PS. RECRFATIOJII, AIIIUSFM!:NT 
~13 ~FLFAIIE SERVICE AIOFS 
~3~ PROT"CTIVE SERVICE WRKRS 
41!1 r•nSSING GUARD. IIQ IDGETENOEIIS 
416 FJRC:MJ!N• FJRI' PROTECTION 
~17 ~U!RnS AND WATf.HMf'll 
4111 "All SHALS ANl CONSTABLES 
41'1 P~liCEMfN 'NO DETECTIVES 
4~0 ~HERIFFS ANO RAILIFFS 
At41 PRIVATE HOIJSEHOLD WRKRS 
442 CHILO CARE WORK Ell~ 
~~3 CIJOKS, PI'IVATF 
~~~ HQJSEKEEPFRS• PRIVATE 
4~5 LAIINORFSSES. PRIV&TF 
4~6 14AIDS. SERVANTS • PRIVATE 
447 LA'IORF.RS, fXCEPT FAll~ 
lt41 •IIIIIAL CAREUKERS. EXC FARII 
~~9 CA RPF.NTERS• HEl PEAS 
It 50 CONS Til. L ABII • F. XC CAll PENTFP Hf'LP 
451 Fl SHER114fN AIID OYST!:IIMfN 
452 FPC:IGHT• MATFRIAL HANDLERS • 
~53 t;ARBAGF COLLECTORS 
~5" t;ARI'IfNRS. GltruN-lKEEPR. EJIC FUll 
~55 LC'JIIGSHOREMEN nD STEYEOORFS 
~56 LII"'BEA fEN• IIAFT514EN. IIOOOCKJPPRS 
~57 STOCK HANOLfPS 
~58 TEAI'ISTERS 
U9 VEHICLE WAS .... fQUIII CLEAliERS 
~60 WA OfHOIISfMEN. N !'C 
461 OT~ER LAIIOIIER S 
""2 I'AII"!:IUI AND URII wt:\RKERS 
NI'T DEIIAN!\ FPO"' 














































































JOB OPPQDTJNITIES. 1975 T'l 1980 
REPLACEMENT NEEOS TIITAL JIIB AVEIIIGE ••IN•Jjll 
OIJE TO LABOR F'lACE OPDOIIT•JNITIFS JO'I OI'DOIITIINJTIES 
SEPARATIONS FAO"' THE~£ SOURCES 
9 11 2 
11 16 3 
Z2 55 ll 
u 78 lb 
4 , 1 
6 lZ 2 
.. 1 96 19 
122 n2 10 
42 6lt ll 
9 10 2 
22~ 375 15 




















































































































































































































* nNf HU~IOI'EO TIMES THF. RATIO OF THE AVERAGE AI"NJAL JOI cjPPORTUNITUS Tl 1975 EMPLOYMENT LEVEL 
JOII OPPOHU'f 11 
AATID • 
1. 7 J 




















































































I "'r 'lj~T "'~IO&N"' CPQ'4 R E"l At ~l'l.fliiT N~EI'~ TOUL J')'l AVE' •':E I.'II~IUH ne 'J~II"'~ T\N IT1 
...... pJ p rtr.r:llt•t l t "'''I r. A T ~ t;l)py IND•r~ny t:11,PII;F DIJF. f'l Llll111 F'liiCE 1PD'lllf 'J11 IT r• ~ J"'ll !)DD'}-fU'IJT' =~ DSTJ'l • 
~ I!PAA AT I 0'1~ FQ'l"' , ... s::: t;1tJDr: ~ 'i 
~"' 
r 1\:_,ftjl t: o r, ~,., J', ., .• "~ 14Aii~H ~ -126 596 ~1') , .. J.'t't 
.. ,.,4 I 1OM~ p ';., ~···~\ ANn TFtUI'ITS -l'il l 51(1 H~ f>t 2.~7 
-.t.~ r~~ .. " . t;f ~ ~ 6!S u · Pl 26 7,]3 
,.,, r A~ ·• I t. 11r•~ I'P ~, F''IIM FOI<FMflil -59 709 65') 1)'.) 1.75 
~,. 1 r,,.. ... i iJ,I:~P,J 
WIIKP\ 
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Alphabetical Index of Occupations 
The alphubeticol index of matrix occuputions i11 designed to aid in locuting individual 
occupations within the detailed occuputional tables. 
The first column of the indt>x lists in alphnbeticnl order each occupation of the detniled 
occupational employment tubles (Tables 3 and 4). 
The second column lists the corresponding line number for each occupation listed in the 
detailed occupational employment tobles. 
The third column indicates the major occupational group for the occupation listed in the 
first column. There are nine such major occupational groups used in this report. 
LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Accountants 121 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Actors 108 Prof.-Tech. , Kind. 
Actuaries 25 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
ADMINISTRATORS, PUB INSPECTORS 147 Managers 
Adult Education Teachers 77 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Advertising Agents, Salesmen 166 Sales Workers 
Agri, Biolog Tech Exc Health 29 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Agricultural Scientists 16 Prof.-Tech. , Kind. 
Agriculture Teachers 78 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Air Cond, Heating, Refrig 270 Craftsmen 
Air Traffic Controllers 59 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Aircraft Mechanics 271 Craftsmen 
Airline Stewardesses 419 Service Workers 
Airplane Pilots 58 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Animal Caretakers, Exc Farm 448 Laborers, Exc. -Farm 
Architects 122 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Archivists and Curators 123 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Art, Drama, Music Teachers 79 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Asbestos, Insulation Workers 355 Operatives 
Assemblers 356 Operatives 
Assess, Control, Loc Pub Admin 148 Managers 
Athletes and Kindred Workers 109 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Atmospl,, Earth, Marine Teach 00 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Atmospl,eric, Space Scientists 17 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Atten, Personal Service, nee . 421 Service Workers 
Atten, Recreation, Amusement 420 Service Workers 
Auctioneers 167 Sales Workers 
Authors 110 Prof.-Tech ., Kin d. 
Auto Accessories Installers 272 Craftsmen 
Auto Body Repairmen 273 Craftsmen 
Auto Mechanics 274 Craftsmen 
Baggage Porters and Bellhops 422 Service Workers 
Bakers 303 Croftsmen 
Bank Tellers 195 Clerical Workers 
Bank, Financial Managers 140 Managers 
Barbers 423 Service Workers 
Bartenders 404 Service Workers 
Billing Clerks 196 Clerical Workers 
Biological Scientists 18 Prof •• Tech., Kin d. 
Biology Teachers 81 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Blacksmiths 253 Craftsmen 
Blasters and Powdermen 357 Operatives 
Boarding, Lodging Housekeepers 424 Service Workers 
Boatmen and Canalmen 387 Operatives 
Boilermakers 254 Craftsmen 
Bookbinders 287 Craftsmen 
Bookkeepers 197 Clerical Workers 
Bookkeeping, Billing Operators 187 Clerical Workers 
Bootblacks 425 Service Workers 
Botti ing, Conning Operatives 358 Operatives 
Brickmasons and Stonemasons 233 Craftsmen 
Bulldozer Operators 235 Craftsmen 
Bus Drivers 388 Operatives 
Busboys 405 Service Workers 
Business, Commerce Teachers 82 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
BUYERS, SALES, LOAN MANAGERS 139 Managers 
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LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Buyers, Shippers, Farm Prod 142 Managers 
Buters, Wholesale, Retail 143 Managers 
Co inetmakers 304 Craftsmen 
Calculating Machine Operators 188 Clerical Workers 
Carpenters 231 Craftsmen 
Carpenters Helpers 449 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Carpet Installers 305 Craftsmen 
Cashiers 198 Clerical Workers 
Cement and Concrete Finishers 236 Craftsmen 
Chainmen, Rodmen, Axmen, Surveying 359 Operatives 
Chambermaid, Maid, Exc Priv 400 Service Workers 
Checkers, Examiners, Etc, Mfg 349 Operatives 
Chemical Technicians 30 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Chemistry Teachers 83 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Chemists 19 Prof.-Te-ch., Kind. 
Child Care Workers 442 Service Workers 
Child Care Workers, Exc Private 426 Service Workers 
Chiropractors 39 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Cleaners and Charwomen 401 · Servi'Ce Workers 
CLEANING SERVICE WRKRS 399 Service Workers 
Clergymen 124 Prof.- Tech., Kin d. 
Clerical Assist, Soc Welfare 199 Clerical Workers 
Clerical Supervisors, nee 200 Cieri cal Workers 
Clinical Lab Techno!, Tech 51 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Clothing Ironers and Pressers 360 Operatives 
Coaches, Phys Ed Teachers 84 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Collectors, Bill and Account 201 Clerical Workers 
College, University Teach~rs, nee 103 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Compositors. and Typesetters 288 Craftsmen 
Computer Programers 66 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 65 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Computer Systems Analysis 67 Prof:- Tech., K ird. 
Computer, Peripheral Equip . 189 Clerical Workers 
Conductors, Motormen, Urban Rail 389 Operatives 
Cons-tr Labr, Exe Carpenter Help 450 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
CONSTRUCTION CRAFTSMEN 230 Craftsmen 
Construction Inspector, Pub 149 Managers 
Cooks,· Exc Private 406 Service Workers 
Cooks, Private 443 Service Workers 
Counter Clerks, Exc Food 202 Clerical Workers 
Craftsmen, Kindred Workers, nee 326 Craftsmen 
Cranemen, Derrickmen, Hoi stmen - 306 Craftsmen 
Creditmen 141 Managers 
Crossing Guard, Bridgetenders 435 Service Workers 
Cutting Operatives, nee 361 Operatives 
Dancers 111 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Data Processing Mach Repairmen 276 Craftsmen 
Decorators, Window Dressers 307 Craftsmen 
Delivery and Routemen · 390 Operatives 
Demonstrators 168 Sales Workers 
Dental Assistants 412 Service Workers 
Dental Hygienists 52 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Dental Laboratory Tech 308 Craftsmen 
Dentists 40 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Designers 112 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Dietitians 41 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Dishwashers 407 Service Workers 
Dispatcher, Starte~, Vehicle 203 Clerical Workers 
Draftsmen 31 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Dressmaker, Seamstress, Exc Fact 362 Operatives 
Drill Pres-; Operatives 332 Operatives 
Dri II ers, t.'lrth 363 Operatives 
Dry Wall Installers, Lathers 364 Operatives 
Duplicating Machine Operators 190 Clerical Workers 
Dyers 365 Operatives 
Economics Teachers 85 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
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LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Economists 70 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Editors and Reporters 113 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Education Teachers 86 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Electric Power Linemen, Cablemen 296 Craftsmen 
Electrical, Electronic Tech 32 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Electricians 237 Craftsmen 
Electrotypers, Stereotypers 289 Craftsmen 
Elementary School Teachers 87 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Elevator Operators 427 Service Workers 
Embalmers 60 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineering Teachers 88 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Engineering, Science Tech, nee 37 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Aero-Astronautic 4 Prof •• Tech., Kin d. 
Engineers, Chemical 5 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Civil 6 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Engineers, Electrical 7 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Engineers, lndu strial 8 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Meehan i cal 9 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Metallurgical 10 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Mining 11 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Other 14 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engineers, Petroleum 12 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
EFigineers, Sales 13 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
.ENGINEERS, SCIENCE TECHNICIANS 28 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
ENGINEERS, TECHNICAL 3 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
English Teachers 89 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Engravers, Exc Photoengravers 290 Craftsmen 
Enumerators and Interviewers 204 Clerical Workers 
Estimators, Investigators, nee 205 Clerical Workers 
Excavating, Grading, Mach Op 239 Craftsmen 
Expeditors, Prod Controllers 206 Cl eri ca I Workers 
Farm Foremen 467 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farm Implement 2n Craftsmen 
FARM LABORERS, FARM FOREMEN 466 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farm Laborers, Self-Empl 470 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farm Laborers, Unpaid Family 469 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farm Laborers, Wage Workers 468 Farmers and Farm Wk rs. 
Farm Management Advisors 126 .Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Farm Managers 465 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
Farmers, Owners and Tenants 464 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
FARMERS AND FARM MANAGERS 463 Farmers and Farm Wkrs. 
File Clerks 207 Clerical Workers 
Firemen, Fire Protection 436 Service Workers 
Fishermen and Oystermen 451 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Flight Engineers 61 Prof.· Tech., Kin d. 
Floor Layers, Exc Tile Setters 240 Craftsmen 
Food Counter, Fountain Workers 408 Service Workers 
FOOD SERVICE WORKERS 403 Service Workers 
Food Workers, nee, E)!:c Private 410 Service Workers 
Foreign Language Teachers 90 Prof .• Tech., Kind. 
FOREMEN, nee 251 Craftsmen 
Foresters, Conservationists 127 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Forgemen and Hammermen 256 Craftsmen 
Forklift, Tow Motor Opr 391 Operatives 
Freight, Material Handlers 452 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Funeral Directors 157 Managers 
Furnacemen, Smeltermen, Pourers 333 Operatives 
Furniture and Wood Finishers 309 Craftsmen 
Furriers 310 Craftsmen 
Garage Workers, Gas Station Atten 367 Operatives 
Garbage Collectors 453 Laborers, Exc.-F arm 
Gardeners, Groundkeeper, Exc Farm 454 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Geol09ists 20 . Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Glaziers 311 Craftsmen 
Graders ond Sorters, Mfg 350 Operatives 
Grinding Machine Operatives 334 Operatives 
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LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAl 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Guards and Watchmen 437 Service Workers 
Hairdressers, Cosmetologists 428 Service Workers 
Health Administrators 150 Managers 
Health Aides, Except Nursing 413 Service Workers 
Health Record T echnol, Tech 53 Prof.-Tec:h., Kind. 
HEALTH SERVICE WORKERS 411 Service Workers 
Health Specialties T eac:hers 91 Prof.·Tec:h., Kind. 
HEALTH TECHNOL AND TECH 50 Prof.-T ec:h., Kin d. 
Health Trainees 414 Service Workers 
Heat Treaters, Annealers, etc: 255 Craftsmen 
Heaters, Metal 335 Operatives 
Heavy Equip Mech, lnc:l Diesel 278 Craftsmen 
History Teachers 92 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Home Economics Teachers 93 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Home Management Advisors 128 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
~ 
Household Appliance Mechanics 279 Craftsmen 
Housekeepers, Exc Private 429 Service Workers 
Housekeepers, Private 444 Service Workers 
Hucksters and Peddlers 169 Sales Workers 
lndu strial Engineering Tech 33 Prof •• Tech., Kin d. 
Inspectors, Exc Construct, Pub 151 Managers 
Inspectors, Log and Lumber 312 Craftsmen 
Inspectors, Other 313 Craftsmen 
Insurance Adjust, Exam 208 Clerical Workers 
Insurance Agents, Brokers, etc 170 Sales Workers 
Janitors and Sextons 402 ·Service Workers 
Jewelers and Watchmakers 314 Craftsmen 
Job and Die Setters, Metal 257 Craftsmen 
Judges 129 Prof •• Tech., Kin d. 
Keypunch Operators 191 Clerical Workers 
Lathe, Mi II ing Mach Operatives 336 Operatives 
Laundresses, Private 445 Service Workers 
Laundry, Dry Clean Op, nee 368 Operatives 
Law T eochers 94 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Lawyers 130 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Librarians 131 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
L ibrory Attendants, Assistants 209 Clerical Workers 
LIFE AND PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS 15 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
life, Physical Scientists, nee 23 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Locomotive Engineers 297 Craftsmen 
Locomotive Firemen 298 Craftsmen 
Longshoremen and Stevedores 455 Laborers, E xc.-F arm 
Lumbermen, Roftsmen, Woodchoppers 456 Laborers, Exc.-F arm 
Machinists 258 Craftsmen 
Maids, Servants, Private 446 Service Workers 
Mail Carriers, Post Office 210 Clerical Workers 
Moil Hondl er, Exc Post Office 211 Cieri col Workers 
Marine Scientists 21 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Marshals and Constables 438 Service Workers 
MATHEMATICAL SPECIALISTS 24 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Mothemoti col Tech 34 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Mathemoti ci ans . 26 Prof.-Tech., Kind . 
Mothemoti c s T eochers 95 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Meat Cutters, Butchers 370 Operatives 
Meat Cutters, Butchers, Exc Mfg 369 Operatives 
Meat Wrappers, Retai I T rode 351 Operatives 
Mechanical Engineering Tech 35 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
MECHANICS, REPAIRMEN, INSTALLERS 269 Craftsmen 
MEDICAL WORKERS, EXC TECH 38 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Messengers and Office Boys 212 Clerical Workers 
Metal Platers 337 Operatives 
METALWORKING CRAFTSMEN, EXC MECH 252 Craftsmen 
Meter Readers, Utilities 213 Clerical Workers 
Mgrs, Superintendents, Bldg 158 Managers 
Milliners 371 Operatives 
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LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Millers, Grain, Flour, Feed 315 Craftsmen 
Millwrights . 260 Craftsmen 
Mine Operatives, nee 372 O~eratives 
Mi sc Cieri cal Workers, nee 228 C erical Workers 
Mise College and Univ Teach 102 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Mi sc Mach Operatives 384 Operatives 
Mixing Operatives 373 Operatives 
Molders, Metal 261 Craftsmen 
Motion Picture Projectionists 316 Craftsmen 
Motormen, Mine, Fact, Logging 392 Operatives 
Musicians and Composers 114 Prof.•Tech., Kind. 
Newsboys 171 Sales Workers 
Nurses Aides, Orderlies 416 Service Workers 
OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS 186 Clerical Workers 
Office Machine Repairmen 281 Craftsmen 
Office Managers, nee 159 Managers 
Officials of Lodges, Unions 161 Managers 
Officials, Admins, Pub 152 Managers 
Officers, Pilots, Pursers, Ship 160 Managers 
Oilers, Greasers, Exc Auto 374 -Operatives 
Operations, Systems Research 132 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
OPERATIVES, EXC TRANSPORT 330 Operatives 
Operatives, nee 385 Operatives 
Opticians, Lens Grinder, Polisher 317 Crafts IT' en 
Optometrists 42 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
OTHER CLERICAL WORKERS 194 Clerical Workers 
Other Computer Specialists 68 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
OTHER CRAFTSMEN, KINDRED WORKERS 302 Craftsmen 
Other Health T echnol, Tech . 56 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Other Laborers 461 laborers, Exc.-Farm 
OTHER MANAGERS, OFFICIALS, PROPS 156 Managers 
Other Mechanics and Repairmen 285 Craftsmen 
Other Medical and Health 49 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Other Mgrs, Administrators 164 Managers 
Other Office Machine Operators 193 Clerical Workers 
OTHER OPERATIVES, EXC TRANSPORT 354 Operatives 
OtherPreci sian Mach Opr 338 Operatives 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL 120 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Other Social Scientists 75 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Other Technicians, Exc Health 64 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Other Textile Operatives .347 Operatives 
Packer, Wrapper, Exc Meat, Produce 352 Operatives 
Painters and Sculptors 115 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Painters, Construction, Maint 241 Craftsmen 
Painters, Mfg Articles 375 Operatives 
Paperhangers 243 Craftsmen 
Parking Attendants 393 Operatives 
Pattern and Model Makers 263 Craftsmen 
Payroll, Time-Keeping Clerks 214 Clerical Workers 
PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS 418 Service Workers 
Personnel, Labor Relations 133 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Pharmacists 43 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Photoengravers, Lithographers 291 Craftsmen 
Photographers 116 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Photographic Process Workers 376 Operatives 
Physicians, M.D., Osteopaths 44 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Physicists and Astronomers 22 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Physics Teachers 96 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Piano, Organ Tuners, Repairmen 318 Craftsmen 
Plasterers 244 Craftsmen 
Plumbers and Pipefitters 246 Craftsmen 
Podiatrists 45 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Policemen and Detectives 439 Service Workers 
Political Scientists . 71 Prof.-Tech., Kind • 
Postal Clerks 215 Clerical Workers 
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LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Postmasters and Mail Super 153 Managers 
Power Station Operators 299 Craftsmen 
Practical Nurses 417 Service Workers 
Preschool, Kinder Teachers 97 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Pressmen and Plate Printers 292 Craftsmen 
PRINTING TRADES CRAFTSMEN 286 Craftsmen 
PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS 441 Service Workers 
Prod Grader, Packer, Exc Fact, Farm 353 Operatives 
Proofreaders 216 CJ eri cal Workers 
PROTECTIVE SERVICE WORKERS 434 Service Workers 
Psychologists 72 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Psychology Teachers 98 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Public Relations Men, Writers 117 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Punch Stamping Press Opr 339 Operatives 
Purchasing Agents, Buyers, nee 144 Managers 
Radio Operators 62 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Radio, Television Repairmen 282 Craftsmen 
Radio, TV Announcers 118 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Radiologic Technol, Tech 54 Prof.• Tech., Kind. . 
Railroad Brakemen 394 Operatives 
Railroad Conductors 162 Managers 
Railroad Switchmen 395 Operatives 
Railroad, Cor Shop Repairmen 283 Craftsmen 
Real Estate Agents, Brokers 172 Sales Workers 
Real Estate Appraisers 217 Clerical Workers 
Receptionists 218 Clerical Workers 
Recreation Workers 135 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Registered Nurses 46 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Rei igious, Exc Clergymen 125 P ref.-Tech., Kin d. 
Research Workers, nee 134 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Restaurant, Cafe, Bar Mgrs 163 Managers 
Riveters and Fasteners 377 Operatives 
Rollers and finishers, Metal 264 Craftsmen 
Roofers and Slaters 248 Craftsmen 
Sailors and Deckhands 378 Operatives 
Salesclerks, Retail Trade 176 Sales Workers 
Sales Managers, Exc Retail Trade 146 Managers 
Soles Managers, Retail Trade 145 Managers 
Sales Repres, Mfg 174 Soles Workers 
Soles Repres, Wholesale Trade 175 Soles Workers 
Salesmen, Retail Trade 177 Sales Workers 
Salesmen, Serv and Constr 178 Soles Work.ers 
Sawyers 379 Operatives 
School Admin, College 154 Managers 
School Admin, Elem, Secondary 155 Managers 
School Monitors 431 Service Workers 
Secondary School T eochers 99 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Secretaries, Legal 181 Clerical Workers 
Secretaries, Medical 182 Cieri cal Workers 
Secretaries, Other 183 Cl eri col Workers 
SEMISKILLED METALWORKING 331 Operatives 
SEMISKILLED PACKING, INSPECTNG 348 Operatives 
SEMISKILLED TEXTILE 342 Operatives 
Sewers and Stitchers 380 Operatives 
Sheet Metal Workers, Tinsmiths 265 Craftsmen 
Sheriffs and Bailiffs 440 Service Workers 
Shipfitters 319 Craftsmen 
Shipping, Receiving Clerks 219 Clerical Workers 
Shoe Repairmen 320 Craftsmen 
Shoe-Making Machine Opr 381 Operatives 
Sign Painters and Letterers 321 Craftsmen 
Social Science Teachers, nee 101 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 69. Prof.-Tech., Kind. Social Workers 136 Prof •• Tech., Kin d. 
Sacio logi sts 73 Prof.-T ecJ,., Kind. 
Sociology T eochers 100 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
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LINE NUMBER IN MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL 
· OCCUPATION TABLES 3 AND 4 GROUP 
Solderers 3AO Operatives 
Stationary Engineers 322 Craftsmen 
Stationary Firemen 382 Operatives 
Statistical Clerks 220 Clerical Workers 
Statisticians 27 Prof.· Tech., Kin d. 
Stenographers 184 Clerical Workers 
STENOGRAPHERS, TYPIST, SECRE 180 Clerical Workers 
Stock and Bond Salesmen 173 Sales Workers 
Stock Clerks, Storekeepers 221 Clerical Workers 
Stock Handlers 457 Laborers, Exc.-F arm 
Stone Cutters, ·stone Carvers 323 Craftsmen· 
Structural Metal Craft 249 Craftsmen 
Surveyors 36 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
Tabulating Machine Operators 192 Cieri cal Workers 
Tailors 324 Craftsmen 
Taxicab Drivers, Chauffeurs 396 Operatives 
TEACHERS 76 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Teachers Aides, Exc Monitors 222 Clerical Workers 
Teachers, nee, Exc Call, Un iver 106 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Teamsters 458 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
TECHNICIANS, EXC HEALTH· 57 Prof.·Tech., Kind. 
Telegraph Messengers 223 Clerical Workers 
Telegraph Operators 224 Clerical Workers 
Telephone Installers, Repair 300 Craftsmen 
Telephone Linemen, Splicers 301 Craftsmen 
Telephone Operators 225 Clerical Workers 
Theology Teachers 104 Prof.· Tech., Kind. 
Therapists 47 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Therapy Assistants 55 Prof •• Tech., Kind. 
Ticket Station, Express Agents 226 Clerical Workers 
Tilesetters 250 Craftsmen 
Tool Programers, Numerical 63 Prof.·Tech., Kind. 
Tool, Diemakers 267 Craftsmen 
. Trade, Industrial Teachers 105 Prof •• Tech., Kind . 
TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT OPERATIVES 386 Operatives 
TRANSPORTATION, PUB UTIL CRAFT 295 Craftsmen 
Truck Drivers 397 O~eratives 
Typi·sts 185 C eri cal Workers 
Upholsterers 325 Craftsmen 
Urban and Regional Planners 74 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Ushers, Recreation, Amusement 432 Service Workers 
Vehicle Washer, Equip Cleaners 459 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Veterinarians 48 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
Vocational, Ed Counselors 137 Prof.· Tech., Kin d. 
Waiters 409 Service Workers 
Worehou semen, nee 460 Laborers, Exc.-Farm 
Weighers 227 Clerical Workers 
Welders and Flame Cutters 341 Operatives 
Welfare Service Aides 433 Service Workers 
Winding Operatives, nee 383 Operatives 
Writers, Artists, Entertainers, nee 119 Prof.-Tech., Kin d. 
WRITERS, ARTISTS, ENTERTAINERS 107 Prof.-Tech., Kind. 
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DESCRIPTION OF TABLES 
Organization of the Data 
The principal data concerning California's manpower requirements for the 
1975-1980 projection period are presented in a series of statistical tables. 
The format of the tables described here is the same for the statewide report 
as for the reports for areas within the State. Table 1 contains industry 
data--for the 1970 base year as well as for 1975 and 1980. Table la presents 
data on the number of government workers by industry. The three parts of 
Table 2, as well as Table 3, present data ~or occupations cro!3s-c~_as_!?~-~-~eg. by 
major industry, for 1975 and 1980. Table 4 gives occupational data only, 
summarizing job demand both in terms of industrial change and replacement 
needs. Tables 3 and 4 contain detailed information on approximately 400 
occupations that account for all employment in the area's entire work force. 
In addition, about 50 occupational subtotals are included in these tables. 
An industry-occupation matrix is a method of cross-classifying industries and 
occupations. In Table 2, the I-0 matrix takes the form of a two-way table 
in which the number of jobs classified by the major occupational groups are 
listed as horizontal rows, while the number of jobs classified by the major 
industry divisions are listed as vertical columns. In Table 3, data for 
two years are exhibited simultaneously. Thus , each square in the matrix 
contains figures for both 1975 and 1980. The marginal columns are of 
particul_ar significance: Figures in the upper-left corner of the matrix not 
only represent total employment, but are also summations of both the vertical 
and horizontal marginal totals. The marginal horizontal row headed 
"TOTAL, ALL OCCUPATIONS" displays the total employment for each major industry 
division. The remaining rows display employment levels by major industry 
division within each of the nine major occupational groups. 
Similarly, the marginal vertical column headed "TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES" displays 
the total employment for each major occupational group. The remaining 
columns display employment levels by major occupational group within each of 
the nine major industry divisions. 
For example, the number of craftsmen in the construction industry for 1975 and 
1980 may be found by following along the row headed "CRAFTSMEN" to the column 
headed "CONSTRUCTION". As another example, the number of professional-
technical workers in· the service industries may be found in the matrix where 
the row headed "PROFESSIONAL-TECHNICAL" intersects the column headed 
"SERVICE INDUSTRIES". Altogether, nearly 100 different industry-occupational 
combinations for both 1975 and 1980 are represented in this matrix table. 
For any individual square in the matrix, the difference in employment between 
1975 and 1980 represents job demand from industry change. Note that replacement 
needs figures do not appear in the matrix tables. They are developed 
independently in Table 4. 
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Tabl.e 2a is the same industry-occupation matrix as Tabl.e 2, except the data 
are expressed as horizontal percentages for industries within occupations. 
For exampl.e, the matrix row for "SALES", under the industry col.umn "TRADE" , 
shows that more than two out of three jobs in sales occupations are in the 
trade industries. The only other major industry with a significant 
representation of sales workers is finance, insurance, and real estate. 
Final.ly, Tabl.e 2b displays the rel.ative magnitudes for the occupational 
distribution within each of the industry divisions. These percentage 
distributions might be considered as industry staffing schedules. · For exampl.e, 
in Tabl.e 2b under the col.umn heading ''MANuFACTURING", about 1.6 percent of al.l. 
manufacturing workers are expected to be in the professional-technical. group 
in 1.980. In contrast, nearl.y 34 percent of al.l. manufacturing workers will 
be operatives in 1.980. 
Tabl.e 3 provides occupational. detail. for nearl.y al.l. of the more than 400 
detailed occupations of the 1.970 census. Employment estimates for 1.975 and 
1.980 are shown in this tabl.e. Industry detail., however, is given onl.y for 
the major groups, as in Tabl.e 2. 
Tabl.e 4 presents detailed occupational. data and is the final. product of this 
report. In it are the two major components of job opportunities for ·the 
detailed occupations: new jobs and replacement needs. Additional. col.umns in 
Tabl.e 4 l.ist total. job opportunities over the five-year projection period, 
as well as average annual job opportunities. "Average" job opportunities 
may not be real.ized during any one year of the projection period, however, 
because of fluctuating economic conditions. 
The final. col.umn of Tabl.e 4 l.ists a ".1ob opportunity ratio." This consists 
of the ratio of average annual. job opportunities to the 1.975 employment l.evel., 
expressed as a percentage. For each occupation, this ratio gives some 
indication of job opportunities in an occupation relative to its ·size. 
Each occupation in Tabl.e 3 and Tabl.e 4 is identified by a l.ine number. The 
sequence of l.ine numbers represents the order in which occupations are l.isted 
in the matrix. The ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF OCCUPATIONS may be used to l.ocate 
individual. occupations in the detail.ed tabl.es. The same l.ine numbers are 
used in both the statewide reports and area reports. Not al.l. possi bl.e l.ine 
numbers will appear in the tabl.es for the reports of the various areas; missing 
l.ine numbers indicate occupations with zero employment. 
Rounding Reported Data 
Figures reported in Summary Tabl.e A and Tabl.es l. and 2, which represent l.arge 
aggregations of data, are rounded to hundreds of workers. The more detailed 
occupational. data presented in Tabl.es 3 and 4 are unrounded. This procedure 
was followed because extreme differences in magnitudes are found among the 
various occupations, particul.arl.y when they are cross-classified among 
industries. If the figures in Tabl.e 3 and 4 were rounded, rel.ativel.y small 
differences woul.d be suppressed, whil.e some of the smallest occupations woul.d be 
eliminated entirely. Absence of rounding in Tabl.es 3 and 4 shoul.d be kept in 
mind when interpreting data reported in these tabl.es. 
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Occupational Detail 
Not all of the detailed occupations listed in the published 1970 census of 
population are included in this report. Apprentices, for example, are 
included with their parent occupations. Also, same occupations which have 
significant national employment are practically nonexistent in California. 
Some of these have been aggregated into larger subgroups. Line numbers for 
such occupations are omitted from Tables 3 and 4. 
Limitations of the Data 
The major sources of jobs for persons entering the State's labor force are 
new jobs created by industrial growth and replacement of workers who leave 
the labor force. While industrial expansion or contraction may cause either 
gains or losses in jobs, replacement needs are always positive. Thus, the 
total number of job opportunities from these sources is the sum of new jobs 
and replacement needs. (Refer to Table 4, columns 3, 4 and 5.) 
Only job opportunities which result from the two sources specified above are 
considered here. Additional job sources such as promotions, in-plant 
transfers and other occupational changes among persons already working do not 
affect total manpower requirements and are measured by methods other than 
those used in this study. 
The number of persons who will enter or re-enter California's labor force as 
replacements will greatly exceed the number of persons hired as the result of 
industrial expansion. Over the five-year period from 1975 to 1980, an 
estimated 17 persons will be required to fill replacement needs for every 
10 persons who find jobs as a result of industry growth. The proportions 
will vary widely among occupations, however~ For example, job opportunities 
in fields involving new technical skills will result less from replacement 
needs than from industry growth. 
More typically, opportunities in the traditional skilled crafts, such as 
carpenters, will owe more to replacement needs. Moreover, occupations with a 
high proportion of women and older workers will have characteristically high 
replacement needs. 
The data described above, which are reported at the detailed occupational 
level, reflect employment demand over the projection period. An analysis of 
the various supplY components, such as the number of persons who will be 
trained for various occupations, is beyond the scope of this report. 
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SUMMARY OF METHODS 
Data Sources 
The projections developed in this study are based on data from the following 
principal sources: 
1. :Employment Development Department (EDD) records of' employers covered 
under the California Unemployment Insurance Code. 
2. The Department's Current Employment Statistics (CES) sample. 
3. Special tabulations of' employment data f'or detailed industries and 
occupations by class of' worker, from the 1970 Census. 
4. National multiple jobholder and unpaid absence factors supplied by the 
Bureau of' Labor Statistics (BLS). 
5. Occupational change factors in California, supplied by' the BLS, which 
introduce changes in industry staffing patterns over the projection period. 
6. Labor force separation rates f'or California occupations, supplied by the 
BLS. 
Industry Classification System 
The industry classification system used in this report is that of' the 1970 
Census. All classes of' workers, including private wage and salary, self-
employed, unpaid family and government employees, are included in the 
estimates. Unlike the 1967 Standard Industrial Classification method, the 
census classification system used in this publication assigns nonadministrative 
government employees, unpaid family workers and self-employed workers to the 
industry in which each works. For example, public school teachers are 
counted within the educational services industry, and municipal utilities 
workers are counted within the utilities and sanitary services industry. 
This method of' counting makes possible the complete allocation of' jobholders 
by' occupation within industry. In many other EDD publications, all 
government workers are classified in government and the self-employed and 
unpaid family workers in a single other nonagricultural employment category, 
regardless of' the activity in which they are engaged. · 
Occupational Classification System 
The occupational classification system used is also that of' the 1970 Census. 
(For a detailed description of' these classification systems see Classified 
Index of' Industries and Occupations, 1970 Census, Bureau of' the Census.) 
While the census system is somewhat comparable to that used in the Dictionary 
of' Occupational Titles (DOT), the census occupational categories in this 
report are rarely strictly comparable to a OOT 6-digit designation. The U.S. 
Department of' Labor has prepared a cross-reference system between the census 
system and the DOT. 
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Projecting Industry Employment 
Annual average wage and salary employment data tor the years 1960 through 
1973 were compiled from department records ot employment by establishment. 
The series was updated to include 1974 data by using the monthly sample from 
the CES program. Wage and salary data were then proJected to 1975 and 1980. 
First approximations ot projected employment tor each detailed industry were 
obtained by using least squares trend lines and by regression analysis with 
comparable national data. The individual estimates were then subjected to 
detailed analysis tor conformity to the economic assumptions as well as to 
recent local trends. 
Wage and salary employment figures, which are a count ot the number of jobs, 
were modified to a count ot the number of individuals tor 1970 and the 
projection periods. To accomplish this, industry-by-industry adjustments were 
made to account tor multiple job holdings and unpaid absences. 
In addition to data tor wage and salary workers described above, figures tor 
the other classes of workers were obtained to compute the total number ot 
persons employed in each industry. Estimates tor self-employed and unpaid 
family workers, by industry, were based on census data tor the SMSA. 
Projections tor these additional classes of workers were made tor 1975 and 
1980. Projected employment of federal, state, and local government workers 
was obtained by essentially the same process as described above tor projecting 
private wage and salary employment. 
Occupational Allocations within Industries 
' Atter industry employment levels were established tor 1970, ' 1975, and 1980, 
the employment tor each detailed industry was then allocated by occupation. 
For 1970, the base year, the proportional distribution of occupational 
employment within each detailed industry is the same as that reported in the 
1970 census. Projected occupational employment was obtained by applying 
expected changes in industry staffing patterns to the 1970 base year 
proportions of occupational employment within each detailed industry. 
Modifications ot base year occupational distributions tor California were 
supplied by the BLS in the form ot "occupational change factors". The 
resultant new occupational distributions were then applied to the projected 
industry employment figures. In this manner, a new industry-occupational 
(I-0) matrix was produced tor 1975 and tor 1980. 
Determining Replacement Needs 
Tables of labor force separation rates by occupation were also provided by 
the BLS. These rates are based on the age distribution tor each census 
occupation in California applied to national working life tables, tor 1970 
and 1985. Average replacement rates tor the 1975-1980 projection period 
were developed by using interpolated values. Replacement needs tor each 
detailed occupation over the five-year projection period were then computed. 
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This was done b,y applying average separation rate for the projection period 
to average industry employment for the period. Five-year replacement needs 
added to the net new jobs determines the combined number of job opportunities 
over the five year span. 
Excluded from the report are job opportunities resulting from workers who 
transfer between jobs but remain in the state's labor force. Such 
transfers do not contribute to the net increase in manpower requirements. 
Data Processing 
A series of computer programs were developed by the Department to facilitate the 
handling of information used in making industry-occupational projections. 
These programs adapt BLS source data for use in completing occupational 
allocations by industry as well as job opportunity estimates. They perform 
complex and extensive computations and arrange display of the projected 
I-0 matrix detail in appropriate tabular form. 
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